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The best recumbent stories of 2019
by Roel van Dijk

This digital magazine is the result of co-operation
between European Human Powered Vehicle clubs.
In 2019 it was once again possible to get a varied
collection of stories from many countries. This year
there are also two stories from Scandinavia, to my
great joy. And even stories from Canada and Australia. Thanks again to all those who co-operated.
The name of this magazine gave rise to discussion,
see the report of the meeting in Germersheim on
page 58. The Italians say EuSupino is a meaningless
name. But a combination with HPV is not preferable because a search on the internet for HPV
reveals first Human Papilloma Virus. And let's face
it, human powered vehicules also include ordinary
upright bicycles, scooters, wheelchairs, and so on.
Those who do not have English as their mother
tongue do not usually know the term 'recumbent'.
And as if this were not complicated enough, originally HPV stood for human-powered vehicles on
land, on water and in the air. But, as others say,
in practice HPV only refers to recumbents. In the
Netherlands, the HPV club is now called Ligfietsvereniging NVHPV, i.e. Recumbent association NVHPV.
Several suggestions have been received for a new
name for this magazine. Simon Bailey suggested to
call it EuRecline. Lars Brunnermeier suggests to use
Aero Velo or Aero-Cycle because it is mainly about air
resistance, for cyclists. EuHPV is also a possibility.
In short, it is an interesting and not unimportant
point that will be discussed at the next meeting in
Germersheim in 2020.

Unfortunately the Italians do not manage to organize
the World Championships in 2020. That is why it was
nice to know that they had indicated in Germersheim that it was not certain that it would succeed.
During the meeting already was discussed, a plan
B was needed. Because we received an early signal
from Italy, NVHPV from the Netherlands, together
with the Bentlage brothers from A Race in the Park
in Germany, can take over. The World Championship will therefore be held in Amsterdam in 2020,
see page 59.
The recumbent movement in Europe is small and
exclusive, so we have to work together.
For that reason, the WHPVA is invited to join the
next meeting during the Spezi in 2020. There is
also enthusiasm to work together on their part.
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We have reached a new milestone, namely a website for this European co-operation. Although we
are not a formal club, the name ehpva.org has been
chosen for convenience. We thank Simon Bailey
for setting up our new website.

EuSupino, a digital
European magazine for
recumbent riders, was
created by contributions
from various authors
from different countries.
The copyright is left to
the authors.

I wish all readers of this free magazine a very
successful and adventurous 2020! <

Lay-out Hans
Nieuwstraten
Final editing
Roel van Dijk

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

A race

in the park

World Championship 17–19 July 2020
in Amsterdam. See page 59.
2019-2
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To share experiences
by Søren Flensted Möller,
Denmark, Velostrada.dk

You can share your experiences in a split second
on various social media, but nothing surpasses
to meet someone with similar interests in real life.
However, this is not always easy if your interest
is not so widespread that there are no others right
in your immediate area who share the same
interest.
In my younger days, I had a motorcycle that was
not produceinlarge numbers, which meant that to
meet others I had to drive long distances to attend
meetings where this motorcycle model and owner
participated.Some years later I found out that there
was something called velomobile, or the truth was
that I searched the web for a 3-wheel bike with a
faring. The word Cabin Bikes appeared. This word led
me to the well-known person-inside velomobile,
Carl-George Rasmussen, back then I didn't know
who he was. A mail was written, a weekend I took
off on my two wheel ‘upright bicycle’ to ride
250 kilometers to see what a Leitra was. To make
the story shorter, a Leitra velomobile was ordered.
It took about nine months before I could get it.
It then meant that in those nine months, I could
look for information on what velomobiles were and
where they were. Back then, in 2009–2010 there
was not so much online information about who
owned a velomobile, luckily, I found the Danish
club for recumbents.
While waiting for my Leitra, I bought a used recumbent that my local bicycle dealer had and would like
to sell this one. Then I could train to be a ‘recumbent cyclist’ and participate in reclining bicycle
events here in Denmark. Back then, there were
about 200 members of this club. Meetings, championships were organized, the club even before I
joined organized world championships for recumbent bikes.
When I got my Leitra, I participated in the Danish
championships for recumbents, maybe not with
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My Leitra with C.G. Rasmussen.

The totally damaged Leitra.

On my way home from Danish championships for
recumbent bikes.

So for me, it was Christmas Eve already November 24,
2012, when I got my Strada.

Nordic velomobile tour.
the greatest success, but I met people with the
same interest.
Unfortunately, after cycling 34000 kilometers in two
years, my Leitra was hit by a car, 800 meters from
my home. The short distance meant I could drag
Leitra home, but it was totally damaged. Fortunately, the motorist acknowledged his responsibility,
the more unfortunate it was to get a new velomobile, would mean a long wait for this. I was in luck,
a new company was started in Denmark, a velomobile center. They could deliver a Strada with only
four months delivery time, if you have tried to drive
velomobile, this is also a long time, but much
better than the waiting time that was then 6 to
12 month.Velomobilcenter.dk and and the Danish
recumbent association began to collaborate on
making arrangements or meetings.
For me, it was Christmas Eve... November 24, 2012,
when I got my Strada.
From 2012 to aproximately 2015 it was with lots of
kilometers with other ‘velonauts’ and recumbent
riders, and tours were arranged around Europe, in
addition to the national meetings. But suddenly,
the number of members of the Danish recumbent
club dropped dramatically. This means that if there

Velomobiles in Oslo, Norway.
are not enough volunteers, an association can
shrink quickly. This also happened to the Danish
recumbent club, which meant that there were not
so many events, in fact it ended in only one annual
meeting. I had cycled many and long trips alone,
such as to Paris to attend Paris–Brest–Paris and
back home, but this to share experiences, with
others in real life I lacked. Again, I was lucky, in
Sweden, in Gothenburg, (3½ hours sailing by ferry)
there are a greater number of velomobiles who
would like to attend or make events... But again,
these events stopped after a couple of times.
I knew that other ‘tours’ were made, especially
those made by Josef Janning. These are great tours.
But it requires that a participant has a lot of time
available, especially because when you come from
the north, there is a long way to the starting point.
As in 2013, a tour made by C.G. Rasmussen, it had
to be about 4000 kilometers, because there was a
long way to where the tour started.

So for me, it was Christmas Eve already November 24,
2012, when I got my Strada.

That's why I ‘invented’ The Nordic Velomobile Tour,
because I wanted to share my experiences with
some, and I would describe it as a success as
there have been between 10 and 16 participants
each year.

And that's what matters to me, that I share my
experiences with someone in real life...
And this year (28-12-2019) I am going to participate
in the Oliebollentocht 2019... Hope to meet some of
you there. <
2019-2
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Journey to the North Cape
Text and photo’s Even in this part of the year (November 9 in 2019)
Alve Henricson, Sweden, it was busy with tourists. They are brought to
www.alve.henricson.eu the Cape by bus and come from cruise ships.
Only one of them took the trouble to come by
bike, Alve Henricson.
He had planned to be here two months earlier but
was delayed because of a kidney stone attack.
It should be a very joyful ride, but now the ride was
much more difficult than expected. Sometimes
there was a lot of snow on the roads and once he
had to wait for days before he was able to continue.
From his log 2nd November: “I start long before
light is coming. It is snowing and it seems as if
they don’t bother plowing the roads on Saturdays.
I have to force my way through a thick layer of
snow and as soon as I drive outside the tracks
made by cars and trucks I’m stuck. Several lorries
use chains on there wheels and leave deep
grooves on the hard packed snow that is beneath the soft snow. It is like riding on a gigantic
washboard.”
This has been one of the coldest autumn in this
region for many years. Most difficult was to cycle
when the temperature was minus 26°C. He almost
gave up several times. Under these circumstances,
he was on the road for 31 days, of which he was
able to cycle 20. He had to stay on half way for
several days waiting for a delayed mail delivery.
The total amount of kilometers is 2313 from his
home in Stenungsund just north of Gothenburg
to the North Cape with a total amount of 16,247
meters climbed. The number meters climbed is
almost twice as much as the altitude of the Mount
Everest.
Fortunately he managed to find simple accommodations almost everywhere in the north, like
hostels or cabins on campsites. In one occasion
he had to stay in a hotel. But to be on the safe side
he would not make this trip without full camping
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equipment good enough for minus forty degrees.
Of course he had to plan for emergency stops and
be able to survive by his self if something might
happen.
Alve likes to camp as much as possible, but in the
north of Sweden several people that he met
wouldn't let him. They insisted in inviting him to
stay at their homes. But the closer he did get to
North Cape, the more touristic and difficult it was
to find cheap accommodations. Tourism is understandably here a source of money for living. It is
the same all over the world where there are many
tourists.
The camping equipment made the velomobile very
heavy and Alve would not have been able to make
this trip without e-assist for the steepest hills. In
these conditions the battery is only giving out 25%
of its normal power. It might have been possible
to make the trip without assist, only having the
clothes on his body and a credit card in his pocket,
but he would never take that risk.
Alve was surprised to see how well summer tires
work on hard packed snow when driving a four

wheel velomobile. It might have been possible to
make 95% of this trip with normal tires. Fortunately he had sent winter tires by mail to the north,
but mounted only the ones with studs on the back
(Marathon Plus in the front and Marathon Winter
in the back). Without the studs he would not have
made it all the way, especially not on the steep
hills of the North Cape.
Does he think a Quattrovelo makes this trip easier
than a three-wheeled velomobile? Absolutely yes.
He would not ride a three-wheeled velomobile on
steep bumpy and extremely slippery downhills.
Everyone knows how dangerous it can be to ride
with a three wheels on rumble strips on the side
of the road. Then you can multiply that risk with
100 here. And most important, he thinks, it might
be impossible to ride in these conditions without
having brakes both in the front and the back.
There was one remarkable problem, cold feet.
Velomobiles are made for warmer climates which
is understandable. But in the freezing cold the
solution for cold feet is to have many layers which
can be difficult to fit in a narrow velomobile. There
will always be some parts chafing on the inside
of the velomobile. This are the layers for the feets
from inside: two pairs of socks, electric heated in-

soles, double wool felt shoes, thick woolen socks
specially knitted by his aunt, 10 mm insoles made
of sleeping mat, large overboots with fiber fur on
the inside and breathing cloths on the outside and
sandals with clips. This arrangement cannot be
used at temperatures above zero degrees Celsius
since it would get wet.
He prefers to cycle on less touristic places where it
is easier to meet people in a more relaxed manner.
That is one of the reasons why he have accepted
being a part of the 202020 Velomobile Challenge. It
consists in visiting 20 countries at ones own speed
and route during 2020. For now there are only two
participating velonauts and they hope more will join.
The website www.202020.eu will be published when
Alve is back home. One can also have a look at
www.facebook.com/ 202020VelomobileChallenge or
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJ22nQ_7rWw. <
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Racing in Räyskälä
by Theo Zweers,
photos Heinz Bentlage
and Theo Zweers, from
the Dutch periodical
Ligfiets& 2019-3

Tampere
Turku

Räyskälä
Helsinki

The Räyskälä circuit.
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At A Race in the Park at Meppen in Germany I was
asked by Heinz Bentlage if I wanted to go with him to
the races at Räyskälä in Finland. I decided almost immediately that I did want to go. Heinz replied: “Then
take your bike with you so that you can also take part
in the races.” Since I had never participated in any
race, that didn’t sound like something I’d want to do.
That Sunday, just for fun, I participated in the InduSrecordride, a ‘race’ in which everyone could take part
on any bicycle or wheelchair, to jointly cover as many
kilometers as possible in a given time. To my surprise I
found I could ride a lot of laps in the Mango, after
a careful start at a decent speed. And I had already
ridden from home to the race in Meppen very quickly
as well, at least right up until I had a flat tire...
A week and a half later I cycled to the
Bentlage family, just across the Dutch
border, to talk about it some more. Some
persuasion was applied to convince me to
participate in a race and to my own surprise, I agreed:
I’ll take part in the three-hour race. It only happened
because of the InduS-record-drive and my resultant
overconfidence.
Holiday
We, Heinz, Gerard, Ute and I, turned it into a holiday.
On the Monday before the race, we drove with a motorhome and a station wagon from Germany via
Denmark to Sweden, all on the last hot day of a
lengthy heat wave. In Sweden we visited a number of
interesting things, including an automobile and aircraft museum at Ullarp, the Grimeton ultra-long-wave
transmitter (below 150 kHz) at Rolfstorp, the intersection of road, rail and waterways at Håverud, the Alfred
Nobel museum at Karlskoga and the cities of Uppsala
and Norrtälje, before we sailed to Finland by night
ferry on Thursday evening.
After even more stops for the tractor museum near
Somero and the castle in Hämeenlinna, we arrived on
Friday evening at our destination, a small airstrip

Theo on his Nazca Gaucho.

Pasi on the Greenspeed GT3, Henri on a LSL Pitkä
Paksutien and Sussanna on a Optima Cheetah.

Gerard Arends is time keeper in Finland too.

which caters for gliders and single-engine aeroplanes.
And also the cycling track. Fortunately, there are already
some recumbent cyclists who show us the way to the
campsite and the Räyskälä-Säätiö motel.
The cycling track, the campsite and the airport are all
on a military site in the middle of nowhere. The terrain
is surrounded with blue and white fences or with blue
and white strips around the trees.

Theo stays ahead of Samuel on the Samuel Samuel.

Later Heinz rides in the fast group.

Saturday, August 3
After the heatwave, this felt to us like a cool day.
A maximum of 17 degrees with little sun and a strong
north wind, wind force 6. After the usual messy start
for recumbent cyclists, we optimistically move to part
one of the races: the 400 meters on the runway that
we were allowed to use this morning. A four hundred
meter cable was quickly rolled out for Gerard, the time
keeper. Then we had to move the cable to the other
side of the ‘track’. Racers could finish, but unfortunately the measurement of final speed somehow didn’t
work. The starting order appeared to have changed,
because Gerard asked every time who the last person
to finish was, to work out if the transponder which
each finished had was the one he expected.
After the race we must hurry to tidy everything up
again, because the runway must be returned to a
usable condition. Hmm, we haven’t seen a plane start
there, let alone land on that runway, for the entire
weekend so far (perhaps due to the strong wind from
one direction).
After this, at Heinz’s suggestion, I sign myself in for the
one-hour race which will take part on the real cycling
track.
Fast lap
I see people heading to the start, so I go too. I chat, in
English, with my neighbor cyclist, when Heinz comes
to me, and asks: “Are you also participating in the fast
lap?” It is too late to sneak out, so I find myself getting
ready for something I didn’t expect to do. I haven’t
even gone once around the track!

I look forward to starting because I’m shivering while
waiting.
I try to cycle as fast as I can. After the first bend I feel
the strong headwind working against me, and the
track climbs smoothly. I go too widely through the
hairpin bend and then I have a tailwind which makes
me speed up quickly. Then I’m in the chicane and have
to brake hard because it seems too scary at that speed.
With a throbbing heart and gasping for breath
I crossed the finish line. Well, that was my first experience as a ‘real racer’, and I had no further expectations
or thoughts about it.
One-hour race
Selected by speed in the fast lap, I am assigned to the
slow group which starts first. I begin in the middle of
the group and work my way, bike by bike, forwards. I'm
cheered on by Gerard and Heinz (who will to take part
in a later race in the fast group), who become more and
more enthusiastic. Near the end of the race I start to
think that I am at least one of the fastest four competitors, then after overtaking one more bike, top three.
I was even in second place for a while, but Sussanna
was too fast for me, and I couldn’t stay in her slipstream so I ended in third place in this group!
Heinz rode after me in the fast group and finished as
ninth. I ended up with 15th place in the final ranking of
the combined one-hour races.
At the award ceremony I wasn’t expecting anything
and as I don’t understand Finnish I couldn’t understand
much either, but I took notice when the bronze medal
was awarded and didn’t recognize my name...
Then I suddenly heard Theo, but of course that could
also have been Tero. But when I heard Zweers I couldn’t
believe my ears, because that meant I had earned gold.
Yes, a real a ‘gold medal’ for me. I’m practically pushed
forward to receive the medal. With a strange feeling of
excitement, amazement and pride, I pick up my golden
plaque, a gold-colored sticker. The gold medal was due
to my having won my in the 51+ age category. I’m the
‘Male Master’. I also got a gold medal for my 29 km/ >
2019-2
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> hour fast lap! Heinz received a gold medal for the
400 meters and a silver medal for the fast lap!
Dazed, I cycled back with Heinz to the campsite to
take a shower and eat at the Finnish club.

Veikko on his Omatekoinen.

Henri on the LSL Pitkä Paksutin.

A front wheel drive
recumbent (first turn the
front wheel 180°) with an
ingenious bicycle stand.
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Sunday, August 4, the 3-hour, 6-hour race
Today is just as fresh as yesterday, but we have the
sun for most of the day, which makes it feel much
more pleasant. The wind today is a bit gusty with wind
force 5 as maximum. I cycle again from the campsite
to the track, after putting all my camping gear in the
motorhome.
How do you prepare yourself for the three-hour?
Well, by riding a little slower. Again I ride, bike by bike,
slowly towards the front of the field. But I’m now also
riding with ‘speed devils’ who pass me to the left and
the right. I stop by the pits every hour to drink and eat
some korppu, Finnish sugar biscuits. After an hour and
a half I noticed someone waving to me as I rode past
the pits. About two hundred meters later I realized
that he is my ex-neighbor from the Netherlands who
has now been living in Tampere, some 100 km from
the race track, for years. I made a pit stop and shake
his hand, chat a bit, eat some biscuits, have another
drink, and then I continued. A little later I find myself
running on empty. Reducing speed helps. Nevertheless,
I’m still faster than some and one of the six-hour
riders, Markku, starts riding in my slipstream. I keep
that up for a few laps, and then I ride in his slipstream
until I can’t keep up that way either. My goal is now to
finish, and I will do that!
After showering, I have time for my old neighbour. We
drink pints of beer together with Heinz at the Huhkajalampi restaurant, right next to the airport. We return
to the track in time to see the six-hour group finish.
After that it’s time to dismantle equipment installed
for the races, and then the award ceremony.
Heinz got a silver medal for the three hours, and I, not
surprised about anything anymore, got another gold
medal thanks to the age category and the 70 km I have
driven. There’s even a discussion about whether I was

wrongly categorized as unfaired, and should perhaps
have been seen as partly streamlined because of the
bag on the back of my bike.
The track was fantastic. Nice asphalt with challenging
turns, and a strong headwind. Could I win again next
year? No, there are fast racers who will turn 51 next
year, entering my age category. That is unless they
are so kind to raise the ‘Male Master’ to 56+ (or even
higher, I have age to spare).
We leave this evening to travel to a farm which
belongs to a friend of Ute, they had spent the day
together, and we all spend the night there.
The next morning we went by ferry from Helsinki to
Tallinn, arriving in Latvia at our last campsite in a very
nice location right on the Gulf of Riga. Our next stop is
in Poland to spend a night with friends of Ute, then on
to fellow teachers of Heinz and Ute at the Baltic Sea
in Germany. At the last two stops we had a more than
generous supply of both food and drink. We made the
two colleagues of Heinz and Ute in Germany “very
happy” with surströmming (look it up) and a Besser
Wisser (Know it Better, grilliwursti), after the birthday
boy was given a serenade with hunting horns.
It’s a miracle is that I did not gain any weight.
On Thursday afternoon we drove the last part of the
journey back home.
It was a wonderful holiday which included racing
performances which wildly exceeded my expectations
because I didn’t think I had any chance at all. I have become much stronger this year. The almost weekly trips
with the local recumbent club (Assen Liggers) helped,
of course.
I now feel obliged to participate in the races in Assen
(which I already did with 37 km/hour in 45 minutes. No
medal).
Take this as an invitation to travel to an event at which
you’ll meet other interesting people and have a great
experience (you don’ t have to be a recumbent rider,
but it probably helps). <

Recumbent activities in Finland
by Tero Linnanen, Finland

Finland is likely the northmost country having
activities on recumbent cycling. Since mid 1990’s
there have been happenings, ‘lowride’ social
tour is still being organized yearly. Place varies,
typically a long weekend during summer is
booked and 20 to 30 recumbent rider are having
fun with social rides – and as we are in Finland,
there is always sauna at the evening. Sometimes
we keep odd races at middle of winter, believe
or not, you can cycle on the snow with a recumbent bike.

Since 2011 there have been organised Finnish
recumbent championship, and in 2012 we founded
the Recumbent Racing Finland Organization for promoting recumbent cycling. There are few official
Finnish records and even one world record is done
during championships. Typically there are 20 to 40
racers at short circuits, most having fun and only
few participate in racing.
Take a look at the rrfi.fi site for our activities.
Lively recumbent discussion is held on the forum
nojapyorafoorumi.fi. Literally it means recumbent

cycling forum at Finland. Recumbent self-building
is still active in Finland, a few artistic carbon fibre
dreams were build but mostly good old steel and
home-welding is way to go. <

2019-2
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Cycling makes people happy
by Alexey Ganshin,
Ukraine

For over 13 years I have been developing bicycle
transport. Different types of bicycles, the main
purpose of which is everyday transport. These
bikes can be all-weather, comfortable, stylish,
functional, safe, multi-seat. As practice has
shown, one bike is not enough at home in this
case. You need to have a single fast machine,
family, cargo, small folding and maybe something else that I have not yet come up with.
I successfully use velomobiles and recumbent
bicycles as everyday transport. There were years
when I never used a car at all, although I already
had a small production of recumbent bicycles and
three bikes for small children. I carried all loads and
products velomobiles, trikes and 4-wheels HPV’s.
Yes, it took a little longer than on a car, but I, firstly,
had this time, and secondly, it was an adventure
every day. People lose a lot when they drive a car.
The saved time is usually spent on some kind of
nonsense like scrolling the tape in social networks.
That is, the use of cycling as the basis of transport
is a different lifestyle. As for me, very interesting.
Over the years, I have created many different bicycle
structures, and became the inspirer of the Ukrainian
club of alternative bike lovers. It has already held
two ‘Veloconstruktos’s camps’ which gathered people
from all over the country. My main goal has always
been the popularization of velomobiles and the
creation of an all-weather velomobile. This year
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(2019), I already have a small team of like-minded
people who work remotely from each other, but
nevertheless, this turned out to be enough to come
close to the serial production of case-mounted
cycle vehicles.
Life in the village has many advantages. For example
clean air, silence, its own water from a well, a piece
of land where you can farm, a sky full of stars.
But the main thing in my case is the zero cost of
renting premises for production. It was thanks to
the reduction in expenses for everyday life that I
was able to develop velomobiles, because so far
this business is not profitable, and I'm certainly no
businessman.
But, everything goes along to the point that it is
time to start producing velomobiles. I am faced with
the fact that I simply have no one to take on the
job. There is still no clear business plan and premises for a new workshop or factory and much
remains to be done. But – there are working prototypes, there is knowledge of how to build them,
there is a desire to develop this topic, and in the
village of Kitaygorod there are many empty houses
that can be bought very cheaply (€ 800 for example).
I chose Kitaygorod for its convenient geographical
location and cheap real estate, as well as a paved
road to the village and paving stones and gravel
inside the village. By geography, this village is loca-

ted 8 km from the town of Aleksanrovka, Kirovograd region. The Fundukleevka railway station is
also located there. From this station you can get
to almost any city in Ukraine. In Aleksanrovka itself
there is everything you need: schools, banks, a
hospital, a large market, delivery services, a bunch
of different shops. On a bicycle it’s only 20 minutes
in one direction and 35 in the other (on the rise).
When using an auxiliary electric motor, time is
reduced. This is an opportunity to live away from
the city and from noisy roads, but if you wish, you
can easily get into the city. A school bus runs for
students.
I invite people who are interested in ideas like minimalism and downshifting to consider moving to
Kitaygorod to participate in the Bicycle Settlement
project. First of all, I am looking for people who
love bicycles and are ready to learn how to create
interesting things with their own hands. According
to rough estimates, its creation takes one month
when one person works. Although the technology
has not yet been fully developed (this is just in the
process). I am also waiting for investors who are
not indifferent to the theme of cycling. Come visit
first. <

Cycling is a small physical difficulty,
overcoming which makes people happy.
This is not only moving, this is not the
main task. The main thing is precisely
the sensations from the process, the
performance of several functions
simultaneously.
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Autumn tour to Alpe d'Huez
text and photos
Michael Ammann,
Future Bike, Switzerland

This year's Future Bike tour led in a loop from
Geneva over the legendary Alpe d'Huez and the
Col d'Izoard in France, to Santuario di Oropa in
Italy and back to Bellinzona. A friend led us
through the French mountains, we crossed paths
we had already driven on years ago and got to
know the pitfalls of modern tires.
It is warm in summer - a good start for the autumn
tour. And so we roll through Geneva in a wild zigzag. Countless cycle paths and routes show us the
way to places we don't want to go. Somehow we
make it and end up on a gravel road in the middle
of vineyards, which leads us across the green
border to France. Lunch is served after a longer flat
ascent on the sunny spot in front of a bakery.
Afterwards the road leads us in a long rapid descent
direction south. Later we follow the Lac du Bourget
and overtake some electric bikers. Somewhere
between the rock face, the railway line and the lake
there is still room for the road. 2 km before the
stage finish we take another break and watch the
bustle at the lake. After we have erred through Aixles-Bains and finally found our hotel, we meet for
an aperitif. The offered peanuts are razz fazz gone.
It is time to satisfy our hunger. Despite a pleasant
20° Andi and Charly decide for a Savoy fondue.

On the way to Aix-les-Bains.
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The announced rain in the night is missing. After
breakfast we chat with the hotel owner, who is
interested in our recumbents. We don't get far, a
flat tire at Charly forces us to stop. In Chambéry
we get lost. It starts to rain, but before we find our
way again, the spook is over. A short stop in the
café, then we split up. One half drives comfortably
along the valley of the Isère. The others look for
the challenge in a small high valley. It goes through
forests, small villages and extinct small ski resorts.
We fight our way over the passes Col du Granier,
Col du Cucheron, Col de Porte, then follow Col de
Palaquit and Col de Vence. Sandro gets the mountain price on the last two passes. I can at least
keep Charly in check. He then has another flat tire
(#2) and so we wait in the forest and ponder why
the leaves are still green. In Grenoble we have an
aperitif. Elisabeth arrived by train and so we have
dinner together.
The thunderstorm which has moved over us in the
night and flooded our bedrooms has moved on.
At the station we meet Marc. He will accompany
us for the next two days. And so he leads us out
of the never-ending city in bright sunshine. We try
to avoid the main road at the Château de Vizille

Snacks.

Sandro ascending to Alpe d'Huez.
and so we land behind the castle wall on a forest
path with several puddles of water that want to be
avoided. Again on the main road the valley becomes narrower, the road rises with a few percent.
In between a short rest. Coffee and sweet pastries
with almonds or dates. Then shortly before noon
Charly has another flat tire. “The afternoon is free!
We meet again for dinner,” Sandro announces.
What he hides from us: Dinner is served on the
1000 m higher Alpe d'Huez. 21 hairpin bends with
an average of 7.9 percent have to be mastered.
We leave together. Marc already leaves in the first
hairpin bend. I follow by far. At curve 10 I take a
short break until Sandro unlocks again. Down in
the valley it's hot in front of the rock faces. With
increasing altitude it becomes very cool. After half
way up you can guess the destination of the stage.
In front of the hotel we meet Marc, who is already
showered and allows himself something to drink.
We sit down, a little later the second half of the
group arrives. With the sunset it becomes quiet in
the village. The construction workers have gone
home. The hotels are still closed. Everything is
closed except our place and a single restaurant.
We can choose: Raclette, Charbonnade or Vegipizza.
The stars show us the way through the ghost village
back to our hotel.

until everyone is back. The pastries are delicious.
Not much further but already in the final ascent we
picnic. There are a lot of local delicacies, bread,
grapes and a cup of wine for everyone. It is cosy.
The sun warms us. For dessert there is a French
nut cake with honey. There are still 20 km to go
with a few metres of altitude difference. The valley
gets narrower again, the traffic gets less. The road
meanders between rock faces. The asphalt is rough.
The bike does not want to roll. Maybe the legs are
tired. The mountains on the left and right are getting higher and higher and I wonder if we will ever
reach the top.
From left to right Andi, Dagmar, Luzia, Elisabeth,
Sandro, Marc, Charly, Rosmarie, Heinz and Michi.
Dawn wakes us. The sun is still shining. But before
we leave the sky is overcast. We don't let ourselves
be put off and drive in the direction of Col de Sarenne. Marc leaves like the day before. As we reach
the pass the first drops fall. It is not raining yet.
A rapid descent follows. Another flat tire forces
Charly to stop. The sky continues to close. Down
in the valley we meet again. From now on it goes
up steadily. A glacier is to be seen. In between rain
drops fall. After a short break Marc leaves again,
only much later I will see him again. At the Col de
Lautaret I get myself a tarte Myrtille, eat in the standing and pull further direction Col du Galibier. Andi
comes with me, Charly and Elisabeth stay and wait
for the others. When it starts to rain two curves
further, Andi waves off and turns around. Now I am
alone. It's raining, it's not too steep. Three marmots
watch my kick. They are big and fat. When I come
around a corner, the wind blows cold rain into my
face. There are still 600 meters of altitude difference.
I don't let myself be put off and keep pedalling.
When the pass comes into sight, Marc approaches
me from the pass. He is soaked, his bare arms show
chicken skin. Short sleeves and shorts are not for
wimps like me in changeable weather. He races
into the valley - I drive up. The rain increases and
even before I reach the top of the pass I am soaked.

Michi on the Col du Galibier.
I'm not cold yet - it's too steep despite 6°. It is
enough for a passport photo in the pouring rain.
The grey clouds push up the slope and block the
view into the valley. At the next shelter I put on
dry and rain clothes. I tremble all over. Driving fast
to warm up is nothing - on the wet road much too
dangerous. The others are still in the restaurant,
I get congratulations and a hot chocolate. Then it
goes on to Briançon. Andi has barely driven off
with a flat tire and as I am the last one I stand there
freezing while he tries to get a tubeless tire tight.
When it finally goes on, Charly retreats into the dry
tunnel, I try to accelerate on every straight line to
warm myself. In the hotel I spend the time drying
the clothes for the next day. The French railwaymen
go on strike and so Marc stays with us for another
night.
The streets are wet, the sky grey. Late we leave.
We go shopping in Sandro's favourite sports shop.
There is not much. Hoses for 406 mm with French
valve are not available. Tyre repair kit also not. There
is a new drinking bottle. The clouds slowly disappear, the weather gets better. It is still cold. On the
main road it goes downhill. Very much traffic and
many trucks do not make it nicer. Charly has a flat
tire again. Maybe it was one more. We do not count
any more. In a bar we make a stop. It takes a while

Picnic on the ascent to Col d'Izoard.
A good hour later we turn onto Rue Col d'Izoard.
From now on a sign shows again how many kilometres and gradient percentages expect us up to
the summit. In Arvieux I buy something to drink in
a shop. The lady at the cash desk is surprised. She
admires our "courage" and is happy how silently we
glide through the pretty mountain village. She never
learned how to ride a bicycle and smilingly refuses
to try it out. We ride on and reach our goal for the
day. Jackpot. A gîte in a 100 year old stone house.
Dinner is also served: a salad with dumplings. The
main course is duck with pepperoni and potatoes.
For dessert, cream Catalan and a Cineppi to digest.
>
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Col d'Izoard Autumn Tour 2012: Heinz, Luzia, Rosmarie,
Tim, Sandro.

Elisabeth and Andi in Arvieux.

Five recumbent cyclists climbing Col d'Izoard.

> There is a large breakfast with homemade crêpe
and yoghurt, freshly squeezed orange and apple
juice. If the 10% gradient didn't start right in front
of the house, you could really hit your stomach
again... In the first rays of sunshine we drive off.
It is cool, the road damp. Single clouds still hang
on the rock walls. A dream day. The road winds
through the pine forest. Again and again one can
look back into the valley. We reach Casse Deserte,
a stone desert between the rock walls. At the end
you can see the top of the pass. The obligatory
passport photo lasts forever. First the school buses
are in the way, then the motorcyclists and at the
end each of us has to do something different.
In 2012, the Future Bike has already driven once to
the Col d'Izoard, coming from the Col de l'Echelle.
Today we ride the opposite route.
In the descent Charly falls. Trigger was another flat
tire. I sponsor him with my spare tube and first pull
the tire off, or better said strangle it on the rim again.
Tubeless Ready tyres are a real blessing. Many
hundred meters lower the others wait in the café.
The coffee in the warm sun pleases the mind.
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Lunch is served at the gate to the upper town of
Briançon. Then we start the ascent to the Col de
l'Echelle. First through a valley plain, then slightly
ascending the valley, before the last kilometres
through the forest come up with some steeper
sections. Sprinting on the pass Elisabeth and Charly
fight for one of the back places. Another short
ascent, a right turn, then the view into the valley
is free. Below us the road meanders in several
serpentines into the valley. Up to our daily goal in
Susa it goes (almost) only downhill. The racer fraction shoots into the valley, the second group rolls
comfortably towards the day's destination thanks
to gravity. It is absolutely necessary to mention the
hotel's underground bicycle garage: parquet flooring, tools, washing corner and video surveillance
live in the lobby.
It is foggy and we roll on towards Turin. After 30 km
we split up. Most of them drive flat and bustle
through the suburbs of Turin. Sandro and I drive
over the Col de Lys. The road is narrow. A lot of
traffic. The houses are lined up along the road.
In between the sun pushes through the clouds.
In a bar we join the pensioners and eat a panini.

Then we go on. It drags itself. The houses become
less, the forest takes over. Through dark green it
goes up. The clouds increase again and refuse the
view into the valley. Writings on the road testify to
the heroic deeds of the drivers at the Giro d'Italia.
The pass is reached. From now on it goes down
again in wild curves. The road is partly super bad,
then again finest asphalt. It goes through chestnut
woods, along mountain pastures and through
small villages.
It is not far anymore and so we drive on the Autostrada full throttle towards Ivrea. Only in the tunnels
is it forbidden to drive bicycles. There are no alternatives and so these are ignored without further
ado. A short stop to pass the time, then the last
kilometers through the city of the typewriter and
computer manufacturer Olivetti to the hotel. Not
much later the flat drivers arrive. The distance was
about the same. But the hustle and bustle around
Turin also makes them tired. The mountain route
was probably the better choice. Our hotel is outside and so pizza is ordered from the courier. But
the way to bed is not far anymore.
As soon as we have left Ivrea, we go up a small
pass in several serpentines. We are overtaken by
several racing cyclists. They are amazed, smile and

Sprint at the Col de l'Echelle.

Departure from the Galleria Rosazza.

ask questions. There is great skepticism about our
route - it is very steep. I assure you that this is not
a major problem for us after the passes we have
driven so far.

Again serpentines, again through the forest. Only
in between some view into the clouds. Only at the
tunnel portal of Rosazza we made it. The tunnel
is not illuminated. Two rows of stone slabs form
the lane, next to them gravel or potholes, cold
water drips from the ceiling. I can just see the man
in front of me and hope that he knows where he
is going. Right behind the tunnel is a restaurant.
The house is built at the rock face, in front of it
just some space for a very narrow road. We are
a bit late, the last menu has just been sold. With
a little persuasion we cook a portion of pasta for
ourselves. In the meantime we let the fireplace
warm us up. Again serpentines. This time in the
right direction. Down towards the valley it's a real
pleasure. Unfortunately not long for Charly, he has
a flat tire again. At least we suspect this when we
wait down in the valley before the next ascent.

Again there are two routes: Flat and direct or challenging with a view. Today there are four of us,
who are tackling the ascent to Santuario di Oropa.
We don't have time for sightseeing. The next climb
is just behind the Sanctuary. Again serpentines,
again through the forest. Only in between some
view into the clouds. Only at the tunnel portal of
Rosazza we made it. The tunnel is not illuminated.
Two rows of stone slabs form the lane, next to them
gravel or potholes, cold water drips from the ceiling.
I can just see the man in front of me and hope that
he knows where he is going. Right behind the
tunnel is a restaurant. The house is built at the
rock face, in front of it just some space for a very
narrow road. We are a bit late, the last menu has
just been sold. With a little persuasion we cook a
portion of pasta for ourselves. In the meantime we
let the fireplace warm us up. Again serpentines.
This time in the right direction. Down towards the
valley it's a real pleasure. Again, there are two
routes: Flat and direct or challenging with a view.
Today there are four of us who will tackle the climb
to Santuario di Oropa. We don't have time for sightseeing. The next climb is just behind the Sanctuary.

Only the name already lets expect big things:
Strada Statale 232 Panoramica Zegna. The road winds
along a ridge, the view should be great. But the
clouds only occasionally leave the view free into
the valley. Through the clouds it is cool and so
slowly we are late, when we are after another long
ascent again in the descent. Down in the valley we
watch as we reach the next stage. With 40 km/h
we fly over the road, again through tunnels, again
cycling ban. Only when it is dark we reach Borgo-

Andi and Charly on the last meters before the pass summit of Panoramica Zegna.
manero. The flat cyclists already had two aperitifs.
Again tasty Italian food and a last gelati, then is
night rest.
Now our ways separate. Heinz and Rosmarie drive
to Domodossola. Dagmar and Sandro drive comfortably towards Bellinzona. The rest takes forever
to get going, but then strikes such a fast pace that
I can hardly follow. It's Sunday morning, everything
is shrouded in grey and the traffic is as dense as if
it were closing time on Friday in Zurich. Where do
they all want to go? It goes along the Lago d'Orta.
Further on to Vercelli and then we meander along
Lake Como to the north. One last coffee in Verbania. Another tasty lasagna in Canobio. Then we
cross the border, pass Ascona and finally take the
train to Locarno.
We have driven in the nine days 793 km, 13 passes
with 13.240 mh and Charly had record-breaking, if
we counted correctly, 14 flat tires. <
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Everyday mobility
by Werner Klomp,
Recumbent bike club
Vorarlberg

This year I would like to write something about
the velomobile as an everyday mobility. We don’t
have a car for more than 3 years. First and foremost because it's expensive even if you don’t
drive (insurance, tax, annual inspection etc.).
Secondly because the car is outside just rusting
away. As we like cycling we only need the car
for longer distances, e.g. when we go to the
family in Holland or to the World Championship
in France.
Then there is the possibility to rent a car. If there is
no car in front of the door you don't have to think

about what to choose to drive to work with. Now
we don't even think about it anymore, our velomobiles are driven daily.
My wife drives every day with her DF velomobile to
work, 18 km. I drive 25 km. The nice thing is that
we can go to work together because we take the
same Rhine cycle path to her place of work. Then
I simply cycle a little further.
With wind, rain, sun or snow, as long as possible
we ride with our velomobiles. We both have a hood,
which we don't like to use. We prefer more fresh
air and a better view of the road. When a lot of rain

or very cold weather is predicted, we drive with
a hood. We now have a new hood that keeps us
dry when it rains hard. The oncoming traffic blinds
you by glare of the light through the drops on the
window, so that the view on the road is really restricted. Here I hope for newer technology to solve
this problem.
We can also take enough stuff with us. Trailers can
be attached when larger objects have to be transported. In the velomobile itself you can take quite
a lot with you. On holiday we drive with our complete camping equipment in the velomobile.
I use my ‘racing’ velomobile in everyday life. Racing
velomobile? Yes, many see the Alpha7, DF, M, After7
or Milan as a racing velomobile. I don't agree.
Of course you can drive it very well in races, but
also to commute and for shopping. And with the
right transmission I can also use it here in Austria
for nice mountain tours or races.
What worries me at the moment is that car traffic
has increased enormously in recent years. Many
families have a second car. A lot choose a ‘green
car’ but also use it for a short ride of less than
five kilometers to go to work, something I cannot
understand.
About everyday mobility, I am the Chairman of our
recumbent bike club here in this area near lake
Konstanz. We like to travel. With nice weather we
often cycle over 100 km. That’s one of the nice
things about driving a recumbent bicycle.
From Austria we wish you all a nice next year with
a lot of healthy kilometer on or in a recumbent
bike… <
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Literature recommendations
by Heike Bunte,
translation Jan Kranczoch
from HPV Germany

Designing for Cycle Traffic. Report from the
International principles
International Cycling
and practice
Conference
It is generally known that human powered vehicles
are efficient and comfortable means of mobility,
suitable for everyday use on even longer distances.
With regard to their wide range of construction,
most HPVs are apt to share the existing cycling
infrastructure outside and inside our cities. This
creates an enjoyable feeling of unity with the
‘regular’ cyclists, but in many cases also imposes
troublesome restrictions – at least in the majority
of European countries including Germany, still
showing wide gaps of spacious, future-oriented
cycling facilities.
In his book professor dr. John Parking (UK) proposes and discusses ways to enhance the cycling
infrastructure with attention to all types of human
powered vehicles. Inevitably, the popularity of
HPVs will rise together with safer, faster and more
convenient traffic conditions for cyclists.
John Parkin: Designing for Cycle Traffic. International
principles and practice,
2018, ICE Publishing London. Cold print,
228 pages. ISBN 978-0-7277-6349-5

With a volume of 185 pages (12 Mb of data), it compiles various technical contributions, their interpretations and a general conclusion, and is available free of charge at https://www.umweltbundeamt.
de/publikationen/framing-the-third-cycling-century.
Taking into account that organizing the ICC conference with more than 350 attendees was also
funded by the ECF (and hence by its affiliates like
the national HPV associations), we should hope
and appreciate that these financial contributions
will pay off in future. <
Available free as download PDF

Many friends of bicycles and other human powered
vehicles visited the festival weeks in Mannheim
during summer 2017, celebrating the bicentennial
anniversary of Drais’ fabulous invention: A twowheeled single-track device, propelled just by the
rider´s muscle power. In fact, besides the HPV
world championships, the city hosted numerous
conventions and seminars throughout the entire
year, dealing with this milestone of human mobility. One of these events was the International
Cycling Conference (ICC), prominently initiated by
the German Federal Environmental Agency and
supported by the ECF (European Cyclist Federation). The jubilee was important enough to be
mentioned by The New York Times and even by
publications in China. However, the excitement
about the onset of the third century of cycling is
curbed by a deplorable stagnation of infrastructural
developments – at least true in Germany.
The question still is how the awareness about all
well-known benefits of human powered mobility
can be turned into substantial changes of our
everyday habits. The ICC outcomes, summarized
in the report Framing the Third Cycling Century –
Bridging the Gap between Research and Practice will
perhaps serve some answers or at least explain
the contrasts between insights, claims and reality.
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The 24 Hours of Shenington
by Marini of the
Belgian HPV union

Meanwhile, we're already for the third edition
of the 24 Hours of Shenington. Yep the connoisseurs among you know that this is not about
recumbents.... This article is about the other
low-flyers, pedalcars.
When you visit the site of the BPCC (http://pedal
carracing.info) you see that it's about gocarts and
yes, the British have set up a whole organization
for these pedal cars. Familiar faces from recumbents
come along here too, so the world of recumbents
is not far away. Gocarts, although some vehicles
are not even worth the name of a gocart. The top
teams do have pedalcars with them. We have already experienced this in previous editions. So we
travelled back to England again with a team of
students led by three teachers. The pedal car was
made last year and, proudly said, is quite sophisticated. Front suspension with two McPersons in
own design, rear suspension directly on the rear
axle by two tennis balls, full aluminium chassis, tank
steering, short crankarms, a chain line with only
one roller in each direction. The rear suspension

is a real top suspension, by the way. A rear axle
with double freewheel so that the slowest wheel
is driven, no spinning rear wheels for us. Sliding
seat about 18 cm. A Biplex Streamline, light and
strong and above all easy to make. Because we
used our vehicle from last year again we were able
to optimize this time, so the whole powertrain
is renewed and simpler with only one pulley, the
streamline is narrowed and also lowered by the
shorter cranks. In short, we have made ourselves
happy with the encryption of just about everything.
Especially the centre of gravity got a lot of attention
because at the first edition we were overturned
twice and the last time almost. With a ground clearance of 2 cm this is now a thing of the past. First
shifting before tilting gives a better feeling. But
that doesn't mean that 24 hours does not require
some preparation. Spare wheels, tires, tools, drinks
and food for an army of adolescents and lots of
screws and nuts. The latter sometimes want to
disappear without a trace. Do you want an endurance test to the extreme? Then do a 24 hours....

Friday morning 8 o'clock the time has come, everyone is pleasantly nervous. All children have an
A-certificate so it is their very last trip with school.
While all other students of the school have definitively left school, we go on a school trip, it remains
special. When everything is loaded we drive with
the van and my car and trailer to Calais. I effortlessly cross the border but like every year our bus has
to be pulled over, I think the English are afraid that
there is a stowaway. It turns out that the identity
card of the Russian in our company's is not in order.
By dawdling for a long time and not understanding
English they finally let us go, including our Russian.
After a couple of pauses we finally arrive in Shenington. Because we are early the cart circuit is
not open yet. So we put up our tents.
When we finally get to test drive everyone is enthusiastic, this is more fun than expected and the

Eggs the English way.
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Keep it together when he just drove (“Sometimes I wonder
if my bike is thinking about me too”).

Our pedal car.

Boud, Marini, Vic, Ylli, Seb, Hamza, Ho, Lucas, Dave,
Stijn, Axel and Max.

race hasn't started yet! Two happy teachers when
it turns out that their lap times are among the better ones, we clearly stay young in spirit. I secretly
get into my tent after the effort. After an hour the
test drive is over, we will be able to experience the
night driving again when it is dark. That evening
we eat Pasta Bolognaise from the local scouts,
those guys are going to bombard us with real English food all weekend by the way.
Race day, or race start, this afternoon we'll start
with it. We'll be doing a few more test laps because
we've changed a few things last minute. After an
explanation from the people in charge about the
usual flags on the race track, everyone is getting
ready. Our guys have drawn up a schedule with a >

You can sleep anywhere when you're tired.
2019-2
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At night it's cold in England.

The pit crew on Saturday.

He saw it was good...

> change of order so that we don't have to adjust
the seat every time, otherwise we lose too much
time. Our 6 riders usually drive for 30 minutes up
to a maximum of 45 minutes and we have agreed
that if the lap times drop too much, there are plenty
of bends where signals can be given. We decide
unanimously that Lucas is the biggest fool and can
start in what everyone experiences as chaos. And
everyone is gone, we are one of the last to leave
because this is our first race this year.
Unfortunately, starting as the last one is mandatory. We move quickly to a place that is logical in
the classification, it's a 24 hour race and we have
explained to our guys that they have to look for
someone who is slightly faster but whom they can
still follow him. The tactics works because their
lap times drop spectacularly to laps of just over a
minute. Unfortunately, bad luck is also part of it.
Our rear wheel and our front wheel are diagonally
both rubbish, despite the quality spokes in the
wheels made by someone from Sapim. It indicates
how hard the material has to endure. We had the
biggest problem with the front wheel, because we
replaced a small drum for a 90mm drum. Fortunately, the technical crew could solve the problem
quickly (also teachers like to do some craftwork...)
We’ve worn out quite a few tires. Control is easy,
if the tire has spots where the cord comes through,
you have to replace it of course, in all other cases
just drive on. We didn't drive flat once so our tac-

tics seem to work. As in all races, the race in the
race makes the fun. Thanks to the time lap system
we could follow who's in our neighbourhood, the
top three is clearly too fast but the others came
into our sights. Soon there was a fierce battle and
driving together against other teams. What started
at first as our competitor was 2 hours later our big
helper.
The release of emotions after all the tests and
exams at school came on the circuit. So, just like
the previous edition, we were extremely excited.
In between we, the teachers, tried to get some
sleep, we still had to go home after this race. I managed to sleep well for a couple of hours without
the pupils needing me. In the morning, towards
noon the battle goes even harder, we come from
about a tenth place and we slowly move up. Our
strategy is ride up to the buttocks of the person
in front of you which means that we almost press
our nose against the back of the car in front: using
the slipstream more is impossible... Every now and
then we have to dent our nose a bit, pushing an
aluminium back gives disastrous consequences
for a plastic nose. Clearly the English don't speak
Dutch and many dirty words are shouted encouragingly, the English smile graciously for so much
encouragement. The end is a mental battle, the
whole order system of our drivers is in ruins, the
least tired crawl in the car and drives frantically
until the lap times rise, so we drive the last 2 hours

to the 6th place with only two laps ahead of our
competitor.
“We have won,” we shout to each other, forgetting
that there were still five teams to finish ahead of us.
What fatigue with a man can do... With our Belgian
flag we're at the finish line shouting loudly and the
pit crew has trouble keeping us, the enthusiastic
supporters, behind the imaginary line. And then
finally there's the checkered flag, everyone's broken.
The discharge is great and we shout as if we have
won, it will be an embarrassing affair I think in
myself. If there is a prize for support, we won gold.
We quickly shake hands with our competitors that
we have left behind and thank those who have
helped us with this, and then we have to clean up.
Most of it we already cleaned up in the morning
and the last things are loaded together with our
racing car. We waited for the prize-giving ceremony
and a mentioned as an enthusiastic supporters
team.
And then we're on our way home, while everyone's
asleep the journey goes smoothly, apart from
some traffic jams that apparently can happen on
Sundays as well. Our Russian is hardly allowed to
leave England anymore but our tested method,
speaking Dutch, works again and we're off in the direction of France. Late Sunday evening we're back
at school and everyone agrees: if they don't find
a team next year, we go again. Unfortunately, the
new team is already in the starting blocks. <

On three wheels to Corfu
text and photos
by Armin Ziegler,
Future Bike Switzerland

Genève

Sion

The fact that I set off for Corfu at all is due to a
good coincidence. About half a year ago my dear
wife gave me a book. I absolutely had to read it,
because it was incredibly exciting and funny. The
title of the book was My family and other animals
by Gerald Durrell and is about Durrell's youth on
the island of Corfu.

Domodossola

Padova
Brig
Monza Bergamo Venezia

Trieste

Sibenik
Split

Makarska

Dubrovnik
Durrës
Kavaya



Vlorë
Képкupa/
Corfu

Wonderful view of the Lago Maggiore.

His family emigrated to Corfu in 1935 because the
weather in England was simply too bad. The book
has something fascinating about it and it was due
to this that I made my way to this beautiful island.
June 6, 6 AM, we started. First to Lake Geneva and
then along the Rhône. The route is ideal for a velomobile, because the Rhône has practically no gradient. From Sion it became a bit tedious. After all,
I already had 150 km in my legs. From Sion a group
of girls waved at me and the bravest shouted:
"Mais Monsieur, vous êtes génial!” Then it went a little
better.
In Brig I just about caught the car train and at eight
o'clock, after 230 km, reaching Domodossola with
its beautiful old town. The next morning we went
on to the Lago Maggiore. The drive from Domodossola to the south end of Lago Maggiore (Langensee
in German) is wonderful. First one drives between
steep mountain flanks along the Tosa and finally
reaches the deep blue Lago Maggiore. The Tosa has
an impressive waterfall further up in the Valle Formazza, one of the highest in the Alps.
The stupid thing is that it is only falling on certain
days and then only for a short time, as the water is

used elsewhere. A waterfall that turns on and off –
this is how far we have come.
At the Lago Maggiore, the road meanders along the
shore and crosses many small towns that have,
beside the old farmhouses and fishermen's houses,
splendid palaces from the 19th and 20th century.
Obviously, the hautevolée of that time liked to set
up a pied-à-terre here.
At the south end of the Lago Maggiore we went
further east, flat to Bergamo and further to Verona.
Verona had already been discovered by the Romans.
At least a bridge and an amphitheatre (with 30,000
seats at that time) came from them. The amphitheatre was used in Roman times for gladiator fights
and other competitions. A thousand years later the
arena was the scene of the last Cathar inquistion.
They had fled from southern France to Verona but
were not granted the protection they had been
promised. It was not until 1913, when the opera Aida
was performed on the occasion of Guiseppe Verdi's
100th birthday that the excellent acoustics of the
Arena were recognised, that the Arena of Verona
was used for more meaningful occasions. But it
was Shakespeare who made Verona really famous.
Of course I could not miss Giulietta's house.
>

Port of Makarska.
2019-2
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Giulietta on her famous balcony.
> Giulietta was just standing on the balcony but no
trace of Romeo.

After 8 days I reached Makarska. I sit at a small
place and enjoy the southern evening. Somehow it
has something intriguing. Palm trees grow everywhere and hundreds of swallows hiss from the
alleyways across the square and disappear again.
Makarska is a small fishing and tourist town. There
is not much space, because behind only the fourth
row of houses the rock walls rise vertically.
It was a beautiful day. In the morning I started in
Sibenik and went from one bay to the next to Split.
Split is famous for its Diocletian's Palace. But somehow this palace doesn't really come into its own.
Beside many shops and restaurants there is also
a historic Roman site. Actually one would imagine
something more impressive under a Roman palace.
Diocletian had this palace built for his retirement
and originally it looked quite impressive. It was

Kavaya, a pretty town with good beer.

A shitty road.

Sea promenade of Vlorë.

The trip through Northern Italy is certainly very interesting. One old town follows the other: Monza,
Bergamo, Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Venice, Trieste.
However, the sections in between are not very exciting. It's really nice to ride once you have reached
the Dalmatian coast and the more south you go,
the wilder and more beautiful it becomes.
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Albania
After another 8 days along the beautiful Dalmatian
coast I reached Durrës, the biggest port of Albania.
I expected a picturesque old town with a beautiful
seaside promenade, but here I was disappointed.
In former times Durrës had a great importance.
It was the starting point of the Via Egnatia, which
connected the Adriatic Sea with Byzantium at the
time of the Romans but today, the cityscape is
characterized by industrial buildings and by modern, not necessarily beautiful residential blocks.
Much prettier are the villages and towns south of
Durrës, such as Kavaya. Maybe the good beer in
the cool shade also contributed to the good impression during this stiffling heat.
I continued to follow the coastal road, which has
been developed into an expressway, and today I
once again reached the 200 km mark. 20 km before
the end of the stage, when once again the motorway was clearly signposted, I took the old road.
There was really no progress. At a photo stop a
black Mercedes stopped and the lady in the passenger seat asked if I needed help. They were
Albanians but lived in London. When I complained
about the road with potholes, her husband (much

Dalmatian Coast

Lunch break in Split. In the background Diocletian's Palace.

situated directly by the sea and was surrounded
by meadows and cypresses. Today it is squeezed
between houses and by the sea there are cafés
and restaurants blocking the views.

War memorial on the Llogara Pass.
to the horror of his dear wife) said "Oh that is a
shitty road," I should take the highway.
So I reached Vlorë even faster than expected and
found a hotel right by the sea. Vlorë is a popular
holiday, hardly any old buildings only 10-storey hotels and apartments along the whole promenade.

Llogara Pass, the steepest section of the tour
I knew it was going to be a little tiring today – I had
to cross the Llogara Pass. With it’s 1 050 m it was
the biggest elevation on the way from Switzerland
to Corfu. At the Simplon I was able to ride through
the tunnel, but then had to push the velomobile
10 km because of the constant 10% gradient, which
was a new experience. Three kilometer before the
summit I had lunch and I swore not to get up again
before two hours. But after one hour and a good
meal the world looked much better.
By the way, there were already other people fighting
for the Llogara Pass. Caesar landed with his fleet in
Himera and then marched with his army over this
pass. Of course not to go on holiday, but to fight
against Pompejus. Pompey lost this battle because
he believed in Caesar's offer of peace. Caesar only
wanted to gain time to strengthen his troops.
Centuries later, as a monument reminds us, the
Albanians fought the Greeks. The Albanians were
democrats and the Greeks chauvinists. At least
that's how the honey seller explained it to me…

The coast of southern Albania is beautiful but also demanding.
stiffling heat, pushing my velomobile uphill. The
south of Albania is beautiful but hard for cyclists.
After 2000 km I reached Corfu. It is enchantingly
beautiful here. The old houses and the narrow lanes,
as described by Gerald Durell, are still there. An
indescribable feeling of happiness. The many small
shops with displays full of souvenirs, romantic

Corfu, the Green Island
Now I'm sitting with a glass of wine in a cozy corner
in Corfu. What a difference to the steep climb in the

The old houses in the narrow streets, they are still there.

restaurants where waiters read our wishes from
our eyes. And where the waiter's work doesn't end
with the presentation of the menu. Here one is
asked where one comes from and how the journey
has been. One also learns a lot about the country
and its people. My waiter, for example, comes from
Himera, where his mother grew up. But she wasn't
Albanian, no, Greco-Greco. The whole southern part
of Albania, my waiter explained to me, actually
belongs to the Greeks.
I did not have much time to visit the island, as the
ferry from Igoumenitza to Venice left the following
day. From Venice I reached Switzerland via the
Reschen Pass and the Vereina Tunnel in four days.
The trip to Corfu by velomobile was a unique experience. To cycle almost 3000 km in 25 days through
the most beautiful areas of Europe is a worthwhile
adventure. And there is nothing dangerous about if
you brake early in the curves. All the people I met
on the way were extremely friendly. My velomobile
also proved its worth. You could go on for a long
time, but after 25 days you also like to come home
again. <
2019-2
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LAIDBACK ROHLOFF

BY COLIN WAIT
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Did the separate Magura hydraulic front disk brakes
The Rohloff manual can be daunting in its depth and
work? Yes and very well but what about the gears?
If you are considering a Rohloff equipped conveyance,
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and we counted ourselves lucky that there was no traffic
wanting to swallow us under their wheels.

with the original kit. Luckily the same source as the oil kit had
the correct shim and both arrived together.

I had been told that the trike had been “Serviced” recently
The Rohloff manual can be daunting in its depth and complexity
but after riding it, was fairly confident that hadn’t included
but rest assured, if you want to do an oil change it’s really
the hub gear. I read the comprehensive Rohloff manual after
simple. If you’ve done any car servicing it won’t be a surprise
downloading it and ordered the oil change kit, figuring that
that you should ride it for a while or just pedal till it warms the
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unused hydraulic motorbike lift.

(note, this isn’t a particularly sharp photo)

Aligned.jpg

of oil. The first 25ml is then squirted in through the supplied
syringe and tube (no need to superglue them together like the
instructions suggest) which threads into the filler hole on the
hub. This works to loosen the old oil and flush it from the drive
train so back to spinning the wheel in those 2 gears again. The
process is then reversed and the syringe used to extract some
very, very dirty oil. Or it was in this case.
The general idea seems to be that the hub is filled with 25ml of
oil and some of that will be lost as vapour through the oil seals
during use, possibly replaced by water. The hub did have a thin
film of oil over it which I’d removed before doing anything else
but I understood that even empty, the gears should still retain
12ml of oil. If we assume all of the flushing oil came out again,
I now had 32ml of dirty oil suggesting the oil level had been
very low indeed since the instructions say 50ml should come
out! How low did not become apparent until I’d squirted 25ml
of fresh oil into the hub, replaced the filling screw and took it
for a spin.
While I’d been waiting for the oil to drain, I had removed the
idler, fitted the additional shim and now had the idler and
drive sprocket in line so the chain sounded much smoother.
The newly filled hub gear was also quieter but the biggest
difference was the shifting. It was happy to go up or down with
little effort and no need to reduce the pedalling effort while
changing. We also had no recurrence of the no-gears problem
so that’s a great relief.

Caption: Chain back in line after additional shim fitted

Used service kit.jpg

The service kit parts except the replacement
drain plug and instructions

If you are considering a Rohloff equipped conveyance, don’t be
put off by the annual service idea. The oil change is easy to
do yourself without resorting to paying someone to do it for
you and doesn’t take that long to do either. I would recommend
buying two oil change kits to start with. This gives you two
syringes and two filling tubes so that you can use one pair
for clean oil and another for dirty to save on having to clean
them between operations and ensure optimum oil purity. After
that, you can just buy the flushing and fill oils as well as the
replacement screwed plugs. The plugs can be reused if you
want but they do have thread seal on them that you may wish
to renew before refitting.

Caption: The service kit parts except the replacement
drain plug and instructions

Dirty oil.jpg
Caption: The oil was perfectly clean when it went in
but this is what came out

CW

Idler and sprocket misaligned due to insufficient shim thickness

Main Photo: One way of servicing your trike without constantly grovelling on the floor.
Another is to borrow an unused hydraulic motorbike lift.
Inset: The oil was perfectly clean when it went in but this is what came out
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Above: Chain back in line after additional shim fitted
2019-2
Left: Rohloff hub with drain/fill plug replaced
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The A Race in the Park & Cycle Vision Event in Meppen
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From June 29th to 30th 2019, the integrative race
days called “A race in the park” took place for the
second time. Thanks to the dedication of the
promoters, namely the Bentlage brothers, their
families and an allied team of recumbent enthusiasts from the Emsland region, this marvelous
venue could be booked anew after the premiere
in 2017.
However, this year it still conveyed a new spirit, as
for the first time the event was conducted in combination with the Cycle Vision HPV convention.
The privately owned track, basically designed and
used as a race circuit for cars, provides excellent
road surface conditions on a winding and challenging course yet featuring some “full-throttle” sections and always enough options to overtake in a
safe manner. Its long-drawn bends, a straight top
speed lane, a downward sloping chicane, narrow
curves to be mastered with staggering tilt angles
(regrettably only on single track vehicles…) and a
short but grueling climb constitute a perfect race
ambience. Pedaling your rounds, you can hardly
avoid gazing at the impressive cooling tower
silhouette of the abandoned gas-fired power plant,
casting its shadow on the terrain.
Compared to 2017, the number of participants
remarkably increased to 160. This was predominantly caused by a rising rate of starters from the
Netherlands and Belgium, pointing to the fact
that the Meppen race track is located right at the
heart of the HPV-philic Western Europe lowlands.
The race agenda in total offered twelve heats for
various types of HP-vehicles such as recumbents,
velomobiles, uprights, race scooters, handbikes
and handicap cycles. Hence, riders of all kinds,
different ambitions and performance abilities were
invited to line up for a contest or joint ride of their
choice. Those who wanted to race for merits,
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Line-up for the race ‘10 rounds counterclockwise.’
could collect assessment points for the multinational BeND competition series.
To outline the integrative character of this meeting
by examples, me (Jan) and my son (aged 9, with
Down‘s syndrome) enjoyed the applause during
our ride with a special tandem bicycle on Sunday
afternoon, whilst my wife was entertained to form

a team with an 80-year-old lady by use of two
coupled Hase Kettwiesel trikes – and all proudly
finished the full distance despite strenuously high
temperatures. Some hours earlier, dad (as individual rider) had a tough 1-hour-race with his unfaired
carbon recumbent.

A race

in the park

Besides all activities on the track, the Meppen race
days are a great gathering of the HPV community.
To support this valuable side-effect, they are intentionally scheduled as a two-day meeting creating
a vacation atmosphere among a big family. Since
the traditional HPV race days in or around the little
German village Rütenbrock), made popular by the
legendary hospitality of the Bentlage family, this
feeling existed and now is carried on to an even
more versatile adjacent location. The Meutstege
holiday farm, recommended as accommodation in
2019 and sited some miles distant from the sports
facility, provided a large camping area, some
holiday homes and rooms, a spacious barn for collective meals, a barbeque service, good local beers
and whatever else required for a pleasant stay.
Unsurprisingly, most participants and entourage
decided to arrive on Friday, spending some extra
hours together, preparing their vehicles and celebrating until early morning.
Between the races, riders and visitors could relax
at several snack booths, explore the small exhibitions of muscle-powered fun carts, used vehicles,
vintage parts and a scooter manufacturer or attend
one of the presentations given on recent HPV
activities, record attempts and health topics. Additionally, a velomobile repair workshop and guided
cycle tours across the surroundings were offered.
In summary, it is highly desirable that this special
format and growing event will be continued in a
biennial mode. There is a first sketch to perhaps

Assembling for ”everybody´s race.”
realize a revival in 2021, but we all know how much
work and fortune is necessary to make it happen.
Grateful for the past experiences and with best
wishes to the organizers, we are looking out at
https://a-race-in-the-park.de for according news and
hopefully will meet again... <
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Riding the velomobile to Rapperswil
text and pictures
Benedikte Löhrer

Zürich
Rapperswil

Evening mood in Schmerikon.
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If someone had told me five years ago that I
would cycle hundreds of kilometres for a bicycle
meeting, I wouldn’t have believed it. Now this
weekend we cycled more than 350 kilometres.
After Werner's closing time we first cycled through
the Rhine Valley and took a break in Walenstadt.
Then the mountainous trip followed along the
Walensee. The tunnels are really great and of
course the 25% descent (where it is pointed out
that cyclists should descend). The reward is a
fantastic view. The overnight stay is planned at
Johan’s home and therefore we continued through
the Linth plain and arrived punctually at sunset at
Lake Zurich. At Johan's we were welcomed for a
nice stay.
The next morning, together with Johan, we made
a short detour to Jürg Birkenstock’s and met the
other drivers at the fish market in Rapperswil. After
a good chat, we divide into two groups and after a
group picture the "fast group" started first.

Group photo in Rapperswil.
Both groups met shortly after Weesen at Lake Walen
in Lago Mio. After lunch some of them made a
small detour through the galleries at the lake and
afterwards we separated again via Schmerikon
back to Rapperswil. The slower group came back
to Rapperswil earlier, because the faster group lost
cyclists again and again. In the evening we met
in the restaurant San Marco and had a good chat

with anecdotes. It was "heel gezellig" as the two
Dutchmen would say.
On Sunday a common tour led us over the Diemberg towards Schmerikon. We took lunch at the
airfield of Schänis. Quickly the beautiful time was
over and we had to say goodbye for our return trip.
I was a little afraid until Walenstadt, because I don't
like ascents. Surprisingly it was easier than I

The Fischmarktplatz in Rapperswil on Sunday morning. Birdwatching in Schänis.

Kyle’s 6 hour and 1 hour
Record Attempts
by Kyle Lierich
from Australia

Leisurely up the mountain.
thought and as a coronation I was looking forward
to Vermicelle. The rest was a piece of cake, we
use the Rhine valley in the recumbent club as our
"speed track". In the end it was easy to get the 350
km together - that's crazy.
Many thanks to the organisers for the invitation
and the realisation, of course also to Johan for his
hospitality. <

Mountain route along Lake Walen.

“Hey Tim, this year I want to do a 6 hour, break
my 2018 record. I’ll do that on the Saturday, first
thing. Oh, and I’d like to do a 1hr the next day in
the afternoon, try to beat my 2016 record. And, if
we have time I’ll throw in a Flying 200″…
I’m not sure what exactly sparked the interest
into why I wanted to do both a 6 hour and 1 hour
in the same weekend, hardly 24 hours apart.
I’ve always liked doing epic things, mainly with
training, but occasionally with performance days
also. But I have always loved pushing new boundaries, getting stronger, and going faster.
This year I was probably less prepared for the 6hr
than in 2018. In 2018 had been doing alot of bike
specific training for it, I changed my eating to focus on specific performance – which yes I put on
some weight, but I gained alot of watts! I have always love simulating the event prior to it – which
in 2018 I went out on my bike 2 weeks prior to the
6 hour attempt – and basically did it. I rode from
5am–11am, practiced all of my nutrition perfectly,
and held the wattage I had figured out I’d be able
to maintain for 6 hours – which was 270 watts.
This year was a little different. I’d been focusing on
Endurance Triathlon – which meant a lot of training, but I only ride about three times per week.
I’d been feeling pretty tired for February and March,
but still training pretty well, and I raced a Half Ironman 6 days prior to the 6hr attempt, and I had a
really off day. My biggest ride this year had only
been 4 hours, and I’d only ridden a recumbent position about 5 hours in total for the past 6 months
(5 separate rides). I never really do any training in
a recumbent and I was a little concerned, but I had
nothing to lose.

The Day Before…
I got to the Geelong Velodrome around 3pm on
Friday, just to sit in the bike and ride a few laps to
make sure everything was good to go for Saturday
morning. I was fairly comfortable, but my heels
were clipping a bit on my return pedal stroke. We
discussed raising it up, but in the end I made the
call not to worry. “It’ll be right, I’ll manage”... In
the end Tim and Charles spaced the boom height
up 3–5 mm higher in the body later that night in
the shed and it gave me the perfect amount of
clearance that I didn’t even notice it the next day.
Meanwhile, I had a relaxed evening and went to
the pub for dinner and had a fantastic Parma and
Chips (Aussie)!

The 6hr Attempt
I woke up at about 4:30am to get in some quality
breakfast, and headed to the track. It was about
a 40 minutes drive, so it was a nice time to think
and reflect on things, before everything got pretty
hectic. I got a really pleasant message of support
early on Saturday morning – which was a really
nice gesture. I knew I was going to do well. We got
into the venue pretty early, the sun was just rising
and I was eager to get going as soon as possible.
A warm day was forecast for the day, and it was
important I maximised the cooler conditions in the
morning. Unfortunately we had to make some very
minor modifications and tweeking of the bike, so I
wasn’t able to start until 8am.
I got changed, got my bottles and nutrition sorted
to put in the bike ready. I carry all of my gels (10 SIS
gels, 10 crampfix gels), 1 muesli bar if I feel like
chewing something, I put in my 3x 1L bottles with
sports drink mix (these sit in pretty nicely and my
arm rests on one of them) and I also carry my mobile phone with headphones and a walkie talkie >
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> for communication (we actually never ended up
using the walkie talkies haha).
I did a few quick stretches to warm up, and jumped
in (I had 6 hours to warm up, so I wasn’t going to
waste energy there). I put on some nice music I like,
and took off to get things started.
In my first 1 hour, I didn’t feel fantastic. My legs felt
a bit tight, like things were overloading a bit too
much in my quads. I do have the ability to move
slightly up or down to give my quads or hamstrings a rest – but after the 1hr mark, my body
started feeling much better.
I was drinking 1L per 50 minutes, and disgarding
the bottle through the hatch door each time I finished. It gave me a little extra room in the cockpit,
and it was also interesting to try and time dropping the bottles so they would go as close to the
pit tent as possible (apparently I got pretty good at
this).
I was messaging Tim with any communication I felt
like receiving, it was all going very smoothly.
Hour 1 average 66.07 km. Hour 2 average 67.48 km.
Hour 3 average 66.04 km. Perfect – I had averaged
66.60 km/h at the 3 hour mark – giving me a total
of 199.676 km and my 6 hour goal was 400 km.
Time for two fresh bottles. I have to slow down to
about 35 km/h to get my bottles and then back up
to speed, we I manage it fine.
But at this point – I had pushed into my body 3.5L
of sports drink and 6 SIS gels, which was my nutrition plan. I knew my body could handle it, but I had
a terrible headache for about 20 minutes. It was
just too many carbs. I basically pushed in about 90
gms of carbs per hour for the first 3 hours. I backed
off the sports drink for a bit, and soon enough I
started to fee better. Perfect!
I started to feel a bit of doubt in my mind, I wasn’t
so sure it was achievable. Should I pull out early,
save my legs for tomorrow? I had my mum and one
of my sisters driving nearly two hours to come and
watch, so I got my mobile and messaged them
during it all. About the 3 hour mark, I had told my
sister I wasn’t feeling so confident. They were on
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In my first 1 hour, I didn’t feel fantastic. My legs felt a bit tight,
like things were overloading a bit too much in my quads.
their way, and I felt a bit of pressure, that I couldn’t
have them turn up and that I’d pulled the pin on
the record attempt. I just had to make it til they got
here, so they could atleast see me ride a couple of
laps.
They got at the 3.5 hour mark, and I could see
them watching. I simply knew that I wasn’t going
to give up now. It would have to kill me for me to
stop now.
At the 4 hour mark I had travelled 266 km, which
was 66.5 km/h average. Yep perfect still right on
track for 400 km! But it had really started to get
warm, 30 degrees outside – it was getting very
warm in the bike. I believe it was well above 35
degrees, nearly 40 degrees.
I stayed strong, it took a lot from me from the
4th hour to the 5th hour – but I kept calm. By the
end of the 5th hour I was still averaging 66 km/h.
Yipee! Although I was really starting to suffer.
We did an two extra bottle changes along the back
straight. I have to slow down a lot for these, but
Tim insisted I do so to get two bottles of water to
help keep myself cool.
I was starting to overheat very badly, and in order
to finish the 6 hour, I knew I had to back off the
pace. My plan was to have some in the tank to
push the last hour average up to about 68-69 km/h
– but it simply wasn’t the case. There goes the
400 km achievement this year..
Over the final 90 minutes, I took about 9 crampfix
gels as I was sensing cramps were going to happen
due to the heat. I slowed down, and free wheeled
for 20 seconds every 2 laps, to give my legs a break.
I didn’t like this, but it was the only way. In the final
20 minutes, I thought I was going to fully cramp
and not finish. I held on and it was only on the
very final lap that I cramped up and had to ride it
with one leg. I was so relieved, yet still not satis-

fied. I rode 383.7 km in 6 hours – beating my 2018
record by about 8 km.
I know I have 400 km in me one day! I got pulled
out of the bike, and couldn’t stand, so I did sit for
about 5 minutes and chatted with the guys.
I thought I had minor signs of heatstroke, but just
gave my body 20 to 30 minutes of feeling very
average to cooldown, and start getting in some
protein and fluids. I didn’t have any appetite, but I
made sure I ended up eating a fair bit of food later
in the day, if I was going to be any chance to back
up the next day… 1 record down… 2 to go….

Sunday morning….
It was early again Sunday morning, about 4:30am.
I think I got a decent 5.5 hours of sleep in, and I
surprisingly woke up feeling pretty decent (considering what I did the day before).
I didn’t have enough breakfast, so on the drive out
to the track again, I stopped at McDonalds to grab
a coffee, hashbrown and an egg and bacon roll –
so good! I don’t usually eat this sort of foods, but
I needed processed foods that I could turn into
energy easy and fast.
We had really good conditions early Sunday morning. The wind was calm, and Tim was just doing
the prep on the bike to get it ready for a Flying200.
Pump up tyres, final check of things. Meanwhile,
I was floating about, feeling pretty happy with
yesterday’s effort – anything from now on was just
a big bonus! All of a sudden Tim calls out to me
“Kyle, 10 minutes.” Oh no! Here I am sipping on a
coffee, just hanging out. Time to get dressed, and
prep my mind for this Flying200!
I’d never done much sprinting before, I have really
good power over 1 to 6 hour, and although my
genetic build kind of looks like I’d be decent at
sprinting – I never do it.

Tim and the gang gave me a run down on how to
do a good Flying200. I had it already worked out
in my head how I’d go about it. The track is about
4.5 km around, and the 200m timing trap is at the
start/finish line. Conditions were really good – so I
needed to do it as soon as possible.
I did a mini 5 minute warm up, jumped in the bike
and slowly built up speed over the first lap. Boy oh
boy were my legs not feeling fantastic! By the time
I came past the start/finish on lap 1, I had built up
to about 74-75 km/h pretty easy, and my legs were
feeling good now! By the first bend, I really started
to build up my power. The power meter wasn’t
working – but I suspect I was holding about
450 watts, and along the back straight I had hit
about 85-86 km/h. Into the final bend, the bike
picks up speed, and I had hit and passed 90 km/h,
really starting to crank it up! I probably went to
about 550 watts and about 20 seconds later, I saw
95 km/h. I had about 45 seconds to go, but I didn’t
have a ‘kick sprint’ in me to get anymore speed!
So… I just held the speed and I managed to record
a 94.5 km/h Flying200 – Fastest ever in Australia!
I did about 20 minutes more riding, up at higher
speeds, as a bit of a morning ride, it was really
amazing to ride along at 80-90 km/h and watch
the sunrise.. magical!

I got out and Tim told me the Flying200 was legal
wind, and we had ridden into a 4.5 km/h headwind.
Sweet! So with slightly better conditions, and not
having ridden 6 hours the day before – I know I
have 100 km/h or faster in me in the Mini-T!
It was time to chill out, get in some more fluids/
nutrition and play the waiting game. There was
a slight wind change due for anywhere between
3-5pm, so we rolled the dice and decided to wait.
It also gave my legs a little bit more recovery time!

The 1 hour….
To be quite honest with you, I was feeling pretty
tired by the time this attempt was due to start. I’d
been hanging out in a paddock, under a gazebo at
the track for 8 hours. Playing on my phone, watching some youtube, I was just getting a bit flat.
I jumped on the warmup bike and the guys took
my request for songs to get me up and about.
Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen. Kickstart my Heart by
Motley Crue. Sandstorm by Darude. It was time to
get into it!!
I got in the bike, I had with me 500 ml of sports
drink and 3 SIS gels, which I planned to take at the
15 minutes marks, 15, 30 and 45 minutes.
I got started, and oh I went out so hard! What was
I doing?? My first lap from standing start was a 4:18!

Next lap was 3:26. Next, 3:23, 3:23, 3:23, 3:24 – simply incredible!

Next lap was 3:26. Next, 3:23, 3:23, 3:23, 3:24 – this
was simply incredible!
Going down the back straight I was only dropping
to 81 km/h and down the front, I was picking up to
about 86-87 km/h. This was such a powerful ride!!
I went totally by feel, and I knew the pace I was
setting early, if I needed to pack off now and again
in the 40 to 50 minutes bracket, I could do so.
I told Tim and gang that I didn’t need any info in
the first 15 to 20 minutes – then give me a board
each lap with my average speed last lap, and my
overall average. Wow... I was overall averaging
80 km/h, then 80.6, 81.1… This is amazing!!
I rode an absolute ride of a lifetime, considering
what I had done the day before, and that morning
also. I didn’t fade, my slowest lap was a 3:31, and I
ended up averaging 81.63 km/h… Huge!!
I was beyond happy and proud of my efforts over
this Easter Weekend in 2019! I never thought I’d
truly be able to pull it all off with so much success,
but I honestly believe there are no limits.
I’d like to say, with absolute fresh legs and a total
prep aiming for a 1 hour record – I could push
Mini-T up to the 85 km/h mark. Which I might go
for in 2020.
I’ve been chatting with other guys around the world
about making an attempt at breaking Fancesco
Russo’s 1 hour World Record of 92.439 km in his
twowheeler. I need to get my hands on a twowheeler, time developing skills to master it.
I know I can do it – so I’d love the opportunity! I
think I have 95-96 km/h for the 1 hour mark – and
I think it’s time I dedicate my life to it for a bit. For
me, the 1 hour is more impressive than a Flying200
at Battle Mountain, and I’m extremely excited
about the future ahead.
To my team, my family and my friends.. Thank you
all so much for all of your support and love throughout this weekend! I wouldn’t be able to achieve
these results without you all. Thank you! <
The Mini-T. See next article
for a report on its construction.
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Construction report Phantom Mini-T
by Tim Corbett
from Australia

Driveline

The Mini-T is a tadpole recumbent trike based of
an earlier human powered vehicle known as the
Phantom TT. Both vehicles were designed solely
by Tim Corbett, and were built predominately
by Tim Corbett, with fabrication assistance from
time to time, noted below.

Phantom TT.

Phantom Mini-T, prior to its first race in 2015.

Jarrod Lambourne (wheel disc mould machining,
chassis moulds), Wade Edwards (mould fabrication,
bodywork fabrication), Braden McKay (mould fabrication, bodywork fabrication), Tom Bastian (mould
fabrication, bodywork fabrication, custom mid-drive
spool fabrication), BriAnne Addison (general assistance). Windscreens were vacuum formed by
Plasmould (Moolap) on tooling fabricated by Tim
Corbett. Wheels were laced by Chris Fry of VeloTechnics (West Geelong). Sundry items lasercut by
JR-Laser.
Both vehicles are rear wheel drive and front wheel
steer with central ‘car style’ steering.

The chainline shown above is of an earlier chassis
variant based on a rear wheel drive Rohloff hub and
required the use of a 106t chainring. These were
abandoned after the first version of the vehicle due
to the heavy driveline power loss was noted. This
has since been replaced with a second chassis
based on an intermediate mid-drive/transfer spool,
driving a standard rear MTB hub with single speed
gear attached.
Due to space limitations, only 7 gears can be used.
The gear range features two broadly spaced launch
sprockets and 4 narrowly spaced running sprockets
(28, 22, 17, 15, 14, 13, 12).
Cranks can be exchanged to suit the rider, with
available lengths between 145 mm–175 mm in
5 mm increments. Drive/cruise speed for various
length record attempts is modified by changing
the front chainring between 39-42 teeth (12 or 24
hour attempts) up to 55 teeth for 1 hour through
6 hour hour attempts.
Drive exits the mid-drive transfer spool on the
right hand side of the bike from a 32 tooth SRAM
narrow/wide chainring, and drives a 13t rear sprocket on the rear wheel. The chain is guided to the
rear under two Terracycle 14 tooth idle rollers, and
returns via Polyethelyne chain tubing. The rear chain

Critical dimensions

Basic 2D CAD sections of the Mini-T.
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Overall length 2580 mm
Width at maximum cross section 530 mm
Depth of maximum cross section 610 mm
Ground clearance 90–115 mm (tyre dependent)
Overall height 700–725 mm
Track width at front wheels 450 mm
Track Length 1120 mm
The section profiles are based on NACA6600/6700
series airfoils that have been hand blended and
iterated over time. Note that the ~106t chainring
shown is no longer used.

Mid-drive spool. Right:
pedal boom with middrive spool fitted, prior to
installation on the chassis.

tensioner is a modified Rohloff chain tensioner.
Pictures of the driveline prior to the bottom plate
being bonded on clearly show that there are no
motors in the driveline. Due to the sealed monocoque construction of the chassis and limited idle
roller size and engagement, chainline noise is amplified and can make a buzzing noise.

Wheels and tyres
The rear hub is a standard 4 bearing (sealed bearing)
Novatech 135 mm MTB hub, with a custom 120 mm
disc brake rotor fitted. It is braked by a modified
Avid BB7 mechanical caliper. The rear hub is laced
to a 32 hole sims rim. Carbon fibre wheel disc
covers were then bonded either side of the rim
to enclose the wheel and minimize aerodynamic
loss due to spoke turbulence. The spare rear wheel
uses a velocity 135 mm MTB hub (4 sealed bearings)
laced to a velocity taipan rim.

The pics show an SRM power sensor fitted to custom front cranks, which drives to the left hand side of the mid drive
spool and uses a Shimano Zee 10 speed shifter and derailleur. The crank position can be moved fore/aft in 5 mm
increments through a series of tapped holes in the pedal boom.

The front wheels are custom built. Hubs are custom machined 4340 tube with 2x sealed bearings
and crush spacer fitted, and are laced to 32 hole
velocity rims. A second set of spare front rims are
laced to 32 hole Sims rims. They are mounted to
the bike using a 12 mm high tensile cap head bolt
which has been shown to be reliable method from
Australia Pedal Prix style racing.
>

Hubs are custom machined
4340 tube with 2x sealed
bearings and crush spacer
fitted, and are laced to 32
hole velocity rims.

The rear wheel area prior to bonding the carbon
fibre discs over the spokes.

The wheel pods were
designed specifically to fit
these tyres.
2019-2
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Several additional isomers are included in the rear end.

All wheels and their openings are individually enclosed to
protect the rider from friction burns and entanglement.
dictate the overall width of the bodywork. For the
attempt/s in 2019, latex tubes replaced tradition
buytle tubes used on previous attempt. This is the
only change made to the vehicle since the 2018
record attempt.
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Steering is a centrally located car style steering,
connected to the front wheels by a series of linkages.
A Garmin mount is located on the steering wheel.

Cooling, bodywork, steering and rider hydration/
nutrition

> Schwalbe Duranpo and Stelvio tyres are shown
in fitted above and in various other pictures,
however Michelin 44-406 ‘Blue’ tyres were fitted
for the record attempt. The wheel pods were
designed specifically to fit these tyres, and largely

The Mini-T HPV is cooled by a 48 mm tube connecting the nose of the vehicle and ducted to the
rider’s chest area. Airflow exits the HPV behind
the rider’s head through a series of louvered slots
in the bodywork. The airflow tube is constructed
from a thin-walled composite tube. The section

between the nose and the chassis mount at the
cranks has multiple cuts to bend the tube, and to
create a collapsible section in the event of a major
crash to mitigate impalement risk. First-hand
experience demonstrates that the design mitigates
impalement risk.
Steering is a centrally located car style steering,
connected to the front wheels by a series of linkages. A Garmin mount is located on the steering
wheel.
All wheels and their openings are individually enclosed to protect the rider from friction burns and
entanglement. The enclosures also prevent crossflow airflow between the wheel openings that is
known to create significant aerodynamic drag.
The rider access hatch is bolted to the fairing via
a frangible hinge. This allows the rider to take on
water bottles without slowing down during extended attempts without the hatch coming loose or
becoming disconnected from the vehicle. The hatch
is secured in place by the rider by 4 elastic loops,
typically used to hold down tonneau covers of
utility vehicles. The vehicle fits two water bottles
for rider hydration and nutrition are stored in
the area behind each front wheel, and fit neatly
between the chassis and bodywork. The bodywork

The main rollover structure features 8 mm PVC foam with additional unidirectional and braided carbon and Kevlar fibre.
is connected to the chassis by rubber isomers to
isolate high frequency chassis vibration from the
bodywork that is known to inhibit laminar flow.
Due to the relative mobility of the fairing as a result
of the rubber isomers, a panhard rod is included
to prevent the fairing rubbing on the front wheels.
Several additional isomers are included in the rear
end that allow vertical compliance, but eliminate
body roll and prevent the rear wheel rubbing on
the bodywork.
The screen has a large area of reflective vinyl adhesive added to the inside to reflect as much sunlight
and radiant heat as possible during daylight hours.
Almost 270 degrees of (predominantly) uninterrupted forward and side vision is provided for the
rider and this provides clear view the track ahead
and on both sides of the vehicle. Double glazing
has been shown to safely mitigate internal fogging
and has been used on earlier vehicles (the Phantom
TT) and velomobiles constructed by Team Phantom
and raced in 24 hour races on the Australian Pedal
Prix events. Double glazing is not featured on this
vehicle as nighttime running was not expected.
A single small aperture nose vent is provided to
clear the front section of screen in the event of
fogging in daylight hours during cooler or high

relative humidity conditions. Fogging of side windows has been shown to not create a significant
hazard during daylight hours in secure track conditions. For 24 hour and overnight attempts, LED
lighting has been fitted to the vehicle to improve
nighttime vision, identification of the bike during
its approach and departure for pedestrians at the
event, and for other HPV’s that may be on course
completing attempts.
Due to a major accident (!) during a 24 hour record
attempt in 2017, a complete new body was produced for this record attempt. Although the accident
was regrettable and the bodywork was not recoverable nor repairable, the rider was kept safe in
the major accident and demonstrates the safe and
conservative construction methods used. The main
bodywork features 2x layers of 200 gsm carbon
and Kevlar cloth either side of a 3 mm PVC foam
core. The main rollover structure features 8 mm
PVC foam and includes additional unidirectional
and braided carbon and Kevlar fibre. <
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t was watching the Sam Whittingham YouTube
Battle Mountain video that first got me into
recumbent racing in 2011, and I’ve been eagerly
following the various Battle Mountain reports
from Dave Larrington, Jun Nogami et al each
year since. A competitive run down the course
is something I’ve always wanted to do, although
I always thought that the expense and time
required to build a bike and get out there would be
prohibitively restrictive.

TEST RIDE AT ROCKINGHAM (17 DAYS TO BM)
I was hence very excited when, upon getting
back from hols on a Friday night in August
and thinking “I’ll just check the BHPC forum
for updates”, there was a very intriguing post:
Is anybody interested in an all-expenses paid trip to
Battle Mountain? All you need to be is roughly the
same size as Mike, fast and willing to ride the Soup
Dragon...
Four days later I’m at Rockingham to test the
bike. Mike Burrows is using the track time on

Rockingham’s oval to make an attempt on the UK hour
record, so Andrew Sidwell is also in attendance with
timing equipment, along with various other BHPC
regulars, and Neil Hood in his Ristretto streamliner.
Unfortunately Mike’s attempt is short-lived after
a first lap crash with a traffic cone, and Neil also
comes off fairly soon after starting – the tricky
steering of the Ristretto not helped by 20mph+
gusty winds. I complete two runs with the top
off the bike, the first is a one-lap run with a
top speed of 37mph, then a two lap run with a
short-lived max of 45mph. The runs feel very
wobbly, but the innovative single speed and
landing wheel elements of the bike work
well. I also have a film camera (and boom
mike) in my face for the entire time, as I
learn that Blue Hippo Media are making
a film about Mike building the bike and
taking it to the Battle Mountain event.
I’ve not dealt with a film crew before
so I try not to say anything too daft…

All Photos by Russell Bridge
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SAT 8TH SEPTEMBER

TRAINING

THE TEAM

After a chat with my friend Neil Wilkinson (ironman
triathlete), we decide on a 12 day training programme
of recumbent turbo runs and swimming, with a bit
of weight loss hopefully thrown in. The turbo runs
consist of every-other-night strength training with
8min warm up to 150bpm, followed by 4 x 4 lots of
30-sec sprint bursts, followed by a run-simulation
of 120bpm to 180bpm over 7 mins, and finally a 5-min
cool down to 120bpm. 40min swimming every other
night. I already eat healthily, but double portions,
puddings and (non-fruit) snacks are removed. In
2.5 weeks I lose 5 kilos, and power at the end of the
run-simulation goes up from 300 to 350W. Not ideal
training, but better than nothing given the time
available. I have a good chat with Jonathon Woolrich
(BM regular) over the phone re Battle Mountain tips,
itinerary etc which is incredibly useful. I also head
to the doctors to get some sleeping tablets – I tend
to sleep poorly when away from home so hopefully
the tablets will help, although I’ve not tried using
them before. The bike has apparently been shipped
via DHL 29th Aug, aiming to get to the hotel in Las
Vegas by Tues 4th Sept latest.

Going out to Battle Mountain are myself, LSBU
Mechanical Engineering lecturer Barney Townsend,
LSBU Mech. Eng. tutor and ex-recumbent racer
Glen Thompson, LSBU workshop technician Joe
Cheney, and film crew Mike Clifford (Director)
and Dave Cawley (camera). It’s a good team and
everyone gets on well.
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THURSDAY 6 SEPT
TH

I get a late train down to London, and stay overnight
with Barney in London.

FRI 7TH SEPTEMBER
We get a taxi to Gatwick airport, then a flight to
Las Vegas on a Virgin jumbo, hire cars, overnight
in the black pyramid-shaped Luxor hotel, and have
a quick wander round the Blackpool-on-steroids
gaudy sh*t-hole that is Vegas. I do not like it one
bit. We grab an evening meal in a place just off the
strip, then off to bed with 9hr jet lag. I get a couple
of hour’s kip.

Bad news – the package isn’t at the hotel as
promised, and after hours on the phone Barney
has found out that the bike is actually still in
Cincinatti customs, and they’re closed for the
weekend. After much discussion, we hire two
cars and drive the 8hrs to Battle Mountain. Or
rather we do after 4hrs faffing with film crew
taking shots of Vegas, getting snacks etc.
There’s a rodeo in town at Battle Mountain this
weekend, so our motel is full of very happy and
wobbly Mexicans. After a bit of ringing around we
manage to find four rooms together in the Big Chief
motel instead, which turns out to be very nice, huge
beds, and room in the parking area to work on the
bike (should it arrive). The air is drier and hotter
than I’ve ever experienced – 42°C in Vegas, 29°C in
Battle Mountain, our noses permanently full of dry
snot, eyes are stuck together in the mornings, our
mouths are permanently dry. We’re taking on at
least 5 additional litres of water each per day.

SUN 9TH SEPTEMBER
Barney is still getting no-where with DHL. I’m getting
Bernadette and friends back home on social media
to try anything possible – contacts high up at DHL etc.
We assemble our training bike – an Optima Baron
which had kindly been lent by D-Tek. It’s been taken
apart incorrectly to put in its flight bag, so the
hydraulic brake hoses have air in the lines, and we have
no bleed kit. I need to hacksaw the stem shorter, the
seat is offset, we’ve got the incorrect cleats, but it
comes together and I’ve got a bike to ride on at least.
We take a trip to Poo Road (the road to the sewage
farm) where we met the French and Liverpool
teams testing. On Sunday evening all of the teams
meet at the Civic Centre for the week’s briefing –
unfortunately we had to report our problems which
isn’t the best start to the week. The organisers
explain how the qualifying runs work, and how this

translates to get the best slots for the evening
and morning runs. The wind tends to die down just
before dusk, so the last slot each night is normally
taken by the fastest qualifying run. After the
meeting we head out to find food and end up in the
Mexican restaurant together with all of the riders
who’ve been at the Rodeo all weekend. It’s all pretty
lively and the food is OK.

MONDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER
As we don’t have a bike, we volunteer for ‘chase
official’ duty, which gives us a great insight into
the launch, chase and catch procedures. This is
followed by the daily morning meeting, where the
best slots in the evening runs get taken by the
fastest qualifiers. Barney spends 6-hrs on hold/
phone to DHL who have promised that the bike will
now be re-directed to Reno, a 3-hr drive away from
Battle Mountain and the nearest big town with an
airport. We film a training ride in the afternoon
on a quiet road (806 running North) with the film
crew filming from a moving car - all very new and
exciting. In the evening, we head back out to the
course to watch and help at catch, then there’s
another meeting at the Civic Centre to report on
the evening runs. Food this evening is at the Colt
Casino, it’s not good at all. I get a little more sleep
- 3.5hrs with two sleeping pills.

TUESDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
We get word that the bike is now in transit and is
now confusingly on its way to Los Angeles, which
is neither Las Vegas nor Reno. The team are
back out on chase duty, I head out on a training
ride on the Baron. The air is very thin and I’m
very aware when pushing hard of the difference.
Back at the motel I make friends with Greg and
Renee Cantori who’ve driven 4-days from Baltimore
to race Greg’s immaculately sorted Milan SL allcarbon fibre velomobile, with borrowed race hood.
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of my life! I head to bed at 12ish, the team (and
George) work ‘till 3am getting the shell repaired. I’m
awake at 3:30am after another poor night’s sleep.

THURSDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER
We’re all up at 4:30am to catch breakfast at 5am,
then first light at 5:30am and out to Poo Road for
some practice runs in the complete shell. This
is my first ever run in a fully enclosed machine.
Amazingly it works – I do two practice runs with a
push start, up off the wheel, up to 25mph-ish, then
back onto the wheel and stop. All works OK, with
me switching navigation techniques between the
camera and the tiny front window. We’re out at the
course at 7:15am to make sure we’re there before
the road closures, and then get shouted at for being
in the wrong place when the 5 mile runs are about
to get underway.

Late night repairs to Soup Dragon

damaged. Whilst the packaging could have been a
lot better, it looks like it’s been dropped on its nose
and had something squash it from the side. Barney
and Joe set off back with a 4pm eta. On getting it
back we ascertain that most of the damage looks
like it’s to the thin fibreglass shell, and is just about
In the evening, Greg drives us out to the course,
repairable. Whilst the team is more than capable,
which is approx. 15miles out of Battle Mountain on
I ask for help at the evening meeting and George
a deserted stretch of road mostly used by mining
Leone kindly offers assistance. After a little
trucks. I run the course in the Milan, and everything
fettling, Joe and I take the rolling frame out to Poo
goes OK - ie I don’t crash it! I clock 55.6mph through
Road and practice 15m push starts. I can just get
the traps, but with an illegally high
the huge single speed going by
side wind – I’m really chuffed with
myself, but with a push start
this as a first run, although I went
from Joe it works very well, and
We
get
back
to
a bit too hard too early and was
the retractable wheel works
receive news from
spent 500m before the traps. It’s
well even if the operating lever
very hard to judge distance on the
is catching on my shorts and
Barney that the
course. In the afternoon we get
snagging another cable. I also
bike has been
a notification that the bike has
test the steering to gauge the
now left LA on a flight to Reno,
collected but it’s
point where it catches – I fall
so Barney and Joe set off to
at about 15mph but at least I’ve
not
pretty
–
it’s
overnight in Reno and collect the
learned where the steering limit
badly damaged
bike in the morning.
is (surprisingly far) - there’s a
shallow bend half way down Poo
WED 12TH SEPTEMBER
Road and I can easily make it
I do another 2.5mile run in Greg’s Milan in the
around that. The chain jumps off a few times when
morning, this time a wind legal 55.3mph which
giving it the beans, which appears to be due to the
earns me a shiny new 55mph hat. Again I didn’t
composite 150T chainring flexing – less ‘torquey’
get the timing quite right – I guessed that a huge
starts seem to be OK though. At the evening
push at the ½ mile board would get me to the
meeting we bag the last available qualifying slot of
traps but I fell short and was spent early again.
the week – 9am tomorrow morning on the 2.5mile
We get back to receive news from Barney that the
course. We grab food on the go – a takeaway pizza
bike has been collected but it’s not pretty – it’s badly
isn’t the best meal prior to the most important ride
He very kindly offers me a run in it on the course, so
at the morning meeting I bag a spot in the 2.5 mile
evening run. I have 2 laps of the motel car park to
make sure I can steer it, see OK etc. Thankfully I’m
almost exactly the same size as Greg.
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At 9am our run is on. We have to be focused to get
me in the bike, supplied with water to help with the
dry mouth, taped up (50mm duct tape to cover the
ill-fitting shell gaps), and ready to go. Joe pushes
me off and after a nervous pause, a big cheer goes
up as I go up onto two wheels and then the wheel
goes up. Joe completely forgets that he’s supposed
to be driving the support vehicle and stands
there gawping as I disappear down the road…
In the bike I’m battling to work out the controls and
vision all at once. The single speed is working well
however and I’m up to 45mph at mile 1. I’m switching
between trying to navigate using the tiny front
window, which can only see a roughly 3m wide bit of
flat grey tarmac about 10-15m in front of the bike,
and using the camera. I do most of the course using
the camera, which is OK but a bit low-res and has a
definite time lag. However there’s bigger issues –

above 45mph the bike seems to have gained a life of
its own and is making BIG involuntary movements
across the road. I manage to make small speed
gains, but virtually all of my effort is in keeping the
bike upright. At least twice I’m bracing thinking I’m
going down. On top of that the unprotected front
wheel has taken on a decidedly ‘grinding-wheel’ like
quality at speed and is eating at the inside leg of
my shorts. I end up coasting through the traps at
53mph. Not to be sniffed at, but disappointing given
the speed at 1mile. My mouth is unbelievably dry and
I’m out of air, the decision not to install any kind of
breathing tube /air intake was maybe not the best.
Wespendtherestofthedayanalysingwhathappened.
On closer examination of the bike we find a number
of issues that collectively add up to make it unrideable and unsafe, some of which are attributable
to design/build and some to transport damage:
1) the rear wheel inner bearing is loose and is
causing approx. 8mm play at the top of the wheel
2) the ‘loose’ end of the front wheel spindle travels
freely fore-aft in a slot. The slot is marginally too
deep (maybe half a mm), meaning that the front
wheel has approx. 8mm of play at the top of the wheel
3) whilst the rose-jointed steerer rod to the front
wheel feels free of play, the thin handlebars are
mounted at the top of a thin cantilevered tube,
and there’s a lot of flex in the bars before the
desired steering effect takes place at the wheel.
The three points above seem to be exacerbated
at high speeds and by the side wind on the
course – the lateral load from the side wind
appears to be making both front and rear
wheel ‘float’ at their respective failure points.
The very flexible ‘bars are then struggling to
control the involuntary wheel movements.
Whilst we can solve the rear wheel bearing issue,
the front end issues can’t be resolved in Nevada.
After much contemplation, we decide that it’s
simply not safe to run the bike again – we’d maybe
get another few mph but would likely just find out
how badly it crashed. Given that Mike went through
the shell and his elbow at 30mph, I wasn’t keen on
finding out what happened at 60+mph despite my
motorbike jacket. We’re all a bit low.

FRIDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER
We spend most of the day sat around discussing
the way forwards. Everyone seems up for giving
it a proper crack again next year, although Glen is
retiring in a few weeks and Barney needs to battle
with the university funding process & sponsorship
to wangle the £20K+ required for the build and

Damage incurred by DHL
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Russell is certified!

“
I head out to the (bike) drag races on Friday
afternoon and compete on both the Optima and a
surprisingly rapid Greenspeed trike. I get the 2nd
fastest time of the day behind an upright bike.

• Funding

SATURDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER

• Student organisation – how to split the project
up / marking goals etc

We head out to see the final runs on the course in
the morning, then there’s a photo-shoot which we
manage to miss by turning up at the organised time
instead of the lets-just-do-it-now time. Very kindly
the Mexican team host a barbeque in the afternoon
which is good fun with great steaks, fajitas, stuffed
peppers, spicy salsa etc (I like my food!). There’s a
wrap-up meeting in the evening, then a few drinks
at the local bar.

• Bike design (inc third wheel, single speed, shell
construction, hatch location etc etc)
• Viewing (porthole or 2 x screens or goggles etc)
• Rider selection (inc size and effect on CdA)
• Early project completion to allow suitable
testing
• Testing location in the UK (ideally 2-mile runway
to allow speed testing at over 60mph)
• Bike / container transport. (Most teams seemed
to be using Fed Ex, but to the airport in America
only)
• Team transport (to America and then type of
transport once there)
• Accommodation in Battle Mountain
• Rider training and acclimatisation (altitude and
jet-lag)
• Team catering (we were wasting a lot of time
finding food where-as the Delft University team
had one person cooking a big pot of food each
day)
• Team mechanics, repairs, spare parts etc
• Warm up on the course (we had no means to do
this)
• Course strategy (when to push and how hard)

“

flights/accommodation for next year. There’s lots
to discuss, only a small fraction of which relates
to the bike design and construction. The main
headings for discussion seem to be:

I’m massively
grateful to Mike
and all the other
people who came
together to build
the machine

SUNDAY / MONDAY / TUES
We head back to Vegas via one last stop at the
course. We run up and down in the cars getting
clear video footage and GPS data, then back to
Vegas via Death Valley which is quite special, even
in the dark at 9pm (and 104 degrees). To the airport
on Monday, then back to London on an overnight
flight, and then a train back up to Manchester.
I’m hugely grateful for the opportunity to have a
proper run down the Battle Mountain course in a
machine with lots of time and effort invested in it,
and I’m massively grateful to Mike and all the other
people who came together to build the machine.
Getting the bike finished and packed ended up
being a bit ‘last-minute’, and we were all aware
before we went that there were major issues with
the bike (especially rider safety), and I’m sure that
there are people who thought we shouldn’t have
gone. However, without living and breathing the
event for a week, there’s no way on earth we would
have gained the knowledge required to give it a
(hopefully) much better go next year.

RB
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A Purposeful Semi-Recumbent Tandem Tour in Western Canada
by Peter and Serap
Brown from Canada,
www.riverriders.net

My wife likes water, specifically she likes rivers.
I like bicycling, specifically I like long-distance
cycle touring. Can we combine our interests? Of
course! Thus we do long-distance cycle touring
trips alongside rivers! We like to start at the
very source of a river, and ride all the way to the
ocean if possible. We have done several trips like
this in Europe (Danube River, Loire River, Seine
River). Some of these trips are shown on our
website at www.riverriders.net.
Spectacular to see the pure glacial water cascading
down from the glacier.

Serap hiking up towards the Bow Glacier carrying the
movie camera and tripod.

Bow
Glacier
Vancouver
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Saskatoon
Calgary
Medicine
Hat
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Since my wife likes rivers and I like cycling, in order
to be sure that we stay together, it is obvious that
we need to cycle using a tandem! The tandem has
many advantages, such as we can chat while we
ride and she can take photos and compose poetry
while we are in motion! She can even reach into
the panniers and feed me while we are cycling!
Maybe the best part is that we each put in however
much energy that we have, and we both arrive at

our destination together. What could be better?
Our current tandem (unbelievably this is our 6th
tandem in 27 years of cycling together!) is a Rans
Dynamik Duo semi-recumbent tandem (some
people call these crank-forward bikes, and a few
wonks have commented that the crank certainly
does seem to be sitting forward on our bike!).
Unfortunately Rans stopped making this bike after
just a few years production, so it is a pretty rare
bike. And I think ours was the only one ever painted in Metallic Corvette Red, thus we gave the
name Big Red!
We typically ride 70 to 80 km per day. And we like
a cycling trip that lasts about 2 to 3 weeks, thus
allowing for a few days of rest stops and a few side
trips, 1000 to 1200 km is a good length for us. That
is one way that we choose which river to ride along.
Recently, I was researching some possible rivers in
Europe to ride (Elbe River in Czech Republic and
Douro in Spain), however my wife announced that
since we live in Canada, this summer our river
riding trip would be along a Canadian river! For a
few months she had been hinting about visiting
the Rocky Mountains, and she had casually mentioned that she had already arranged to meet friends
in Calgary, exhibit poetry at an art show in Medicine Hat, and meet two university professors in
Saskatoon. I rather easily connected these dots,

Big Red in the parking lot of the Bow Glacier ready to
start our trip. Note all the gear on the back!
and realized that we would be following the Bow
River! Little did we know what we were letting
ourselves in for!
The Bow River is born near the top of the Rocky
Mountains. So in early July 2019 we drove 12 hours
from Vancouver, parked our car, and hiked two
hours to get to the source of the river, which is the
Bow Glacier.
After a few hours of absorbing the view, and refreshing ourselves by drinking litre after litre of the
ice-cold bubbling fresh water directly from the
source, we hiked back down the trail, lifted Big
Red from the rack on the back of the car, packed
our gear into the panniers and prepared to start
cycling!
Normally we do ‘credit card’ cycle touring. This
means that in Europe, we don’t carry camping
gear, because every 10 or 15 km there is always
a nice little guest house right beside the bicycle

Postcard view of the forests and the Rocky Mountains
after leaving Bow Glacier.
route. However, this is Canada, and we are up in
the mountains. We needed to bring camping gear
because there are more camping sites than there
are hotels. And we brought kitchen and food supplies because there aren’t many restaurants either.
It’s no problem, we are experienced campers. See
how all our gear fits on the back of our tandem?
As you might have guessed by this prelude, on our
first day, about 50 km from Bow Glacier, we were
riding down a small secondary road and bang! The
rear tire blew out. Not just a flat, but a big section
of the sidewall has split open. Of course I have a
spare tube, and a patch kit, and some duct tape.
But I don’t have a spare tire. In all our years of touring, we have never needed one before. I guess
we haven’t overloaded a rear tire this badly before.
While waiting, I did a quick calculation and came
up with approximately 160 kg weight on the back
wheel! That is a lot! A bit late to think about it, but
maybe I should have bought a trailer... These are
my thoughts as we are stranded along the side of
the road.
A car stops and asks if they can help us. It is a tiny
little car, about the size of a Fiat 500. It already has
5 people in it and a suitcase strapped to the roof
rack. I think our tandem is longer than it is. They
can’t possibly take our bike, and they can’t possibly take even one of us. We just smile at them.
Then they tell us that a grizzly bear was spotted
nearby! So I wasn’t very comfortable waiting in the

approaching darkness, but to make a long story
short, a truck stopped and gave us a ride to a
nearby hotel.
The next day, our friends from Calgary drove up to
meet us. They very kindly brought us a new rear tire.
Then we piled all our camping gear and kitchen
gear plus half of our clothes into their car to reduce the weight on our bike. Now the cycling could
really begin, but first we had to change our trip
planning to hotels and restaurants, because we
couldn’t camp any more. I thought this might be
some kind of a challenge because even when you
drive by car, Canada is very big and quite empty.
Oh well, let’s see what happens.
Note that this trip is not just to look at the scenery.
My wife is making a documentary film on the
journey of the river, and its various transformations from the source to the sea, including effects
that humans cause to the river (dams, pollution,
agriculture, etc). So we are carrying a camera and
a tripod on the back of the bike. When there is
something interesting to see, we stop, set up the
gear and shoot some film. In previous trips, we
have seen crystal clear rivers in Europe become
polluted after passing through small villages, or
become slimy green by having the water trapped
in concrete canals. We are curious what we will
find in Canada.
Because of the above, on this trip I have two jobs.
One is being the captain of the tandem (said with
a tinge of puffery and pride), and the other is being
the Chief Scientific Officer for the trip. The month
before our trip, we purchased some water quality
testing equipment (from Amazon!). Each day as
we travel down the river, we stop every 50 km or
so, take a sample and test the water for pH, total
dissolved solids, conductivity, dissolved oxygen
content, nitrates, nitrites, etc. We are wondering if
we will see some changes. For example maybe the
oxygen content will change when the river becomes trapped behind a dam, or maybe the nitrates
will increase in farming country, or maybe the total

dissolved solids will increase passing through a city.
So we are also carrying all this testing equipment
on the back of our bike. Maybe now you can
understand that carrying the camping gear was
merely the final straw that broke the camel’s back!
The scenery along the Bow River Parkway is beautiful. Big forests and snow covered mountains. We
are riding from near the top of the Rocky Mountains down to the prairies. On the map, it looks
like mostly downhill. But it doesn’t feel that way.
I really think that there is almost as much uphill
as down. Maybe with all the weight we are carrying, the uphill counts as double? But after a few
days we make it down past the last mountain and
onto the flat, flat Canadian prairies. I have driven
through this part of Canada twice, and I would
swear that if your dog runs away, wait a couple of
days, and if he still doesn’t come back, then you
simply stand on a chair and you will be able to see
him. I really believe it is that flat.

Peter and some of his water quality testing equipment.
2019-2
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Peter and Big Red on the
treeless, but ‘not quite
flat’ prairies. That little
hill in the far distance is
more than you might think.

Serap, Peter and Big Red at the end of our cycling trip in Saskatoon, beside the river.
But on a bicycle everything is different. What you
think is flat in the car, turns out to be an energysapping continuous slow, long upwards incline.
And when you finally get to the top of that distant
crest, and have that gentle downhill to look forward to, that is when the wind doubles in speed
against you, and you have to work even harder to
go down the hill. But those were the easy parts.
One of the hard parts was the weather. It was hot.
Probably an average of about 32°C. Why didn’t we
just stop somewhere and cool down? Look at the
photo above. We went days when there was not a
single tree in sight for the whole day. Just fields
of wheat. No shade at all. And the mosquitoes.
Have those hundreds of mosquitoes really been
waiting for years by the side of the road just hoping
for a cyclist to stop? And when it turns out to be a
tandem, they seem to yell “Open buffet” to invite
all of their friends!
In the middle part of our trip I could summarize the
majority of the days as “Rode all day under the hot
sun, fought all day against the headwind, got a
dozen mosquito bites when we stopped for a few
seconds, got soaked in a wild afternoon rainstorm,
and rode considerably further than we wanted to
because there was no place to eat or stay.” And in
between, there were several days of “Did not plan
to take a rest day today, but we woke up at 10 am,
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rolled over, looked at each other, and immediately
called the front desk.” It is great to have a flexible
schedule. We both loved it!

Our documentary film about Bow River should be
ready in about May 2020.
Please check www.riverriders.net for information!
Happy riding to all! <

On this trip we went from Bow Glacier to Calgary,
then to Medicine Hat, and finally ended in Saskatoon. Totally almost 1200 km in 15 cycling days with
4 rest days. Before this trip, we had never ridden
our loaded touring tandem more than 100 km in
one day, but on this trip we did up to 135 km, not
by choice, but by lack of choice in accommodation
in food and hotels. In that sense, this was maybe
the most difficult river riding trip that we have
done so far!

Peter says “Oh yes, tonight having a king sized bed
with 6 pillows is much better than camping!”

Serap at the end of our trip with a bottle of water taken
directly from Bow Glacier, that we carried with us,
ready to reunite it with the river.

by Marc Lesourd of
Association Française
de vélo couché,
photos Nicolas Ebner,
Stephane Smets,
Gilles Mondet,
Philippe Lasnier

Nandax

Lyon

Recumbent
activities in
France in 2020
Nandax 2019
The AFV (Association Française de vélo couché)
organised the WHPVA world championships in
Nandax in the central region of France. Building
on the great experience of the organisation of
the event in 2014 in Saône, the AFV core members wanted to even improve on the quality of
the event both on the roads but also around the
competition.
For that purpose, we established a close relationship with the local authorities, in particular the
mayor of Nandax. The price to pay was to spend
much time at the local bistrot! The involvement of
the local people was tremendous. This allowed us
to propose a very good mix of social interactions
and races including sprints, uphill and criterium on
privatised roads. This approach, developed as early
as 2006 in Allegre, gives a more open competition
where fully faired and unfaired vehicles all stand a
chance to win the overall title.
In addition, a week of touring was organised straddling the weekend to discover the nice roads of
this region.

Velorizon

www.afvelocouche.fr

During the whole year informal bike tours are organised by AFV members (with support of AFV) all
over France. These generally take place during long
weekend or a full week. Accommodation is most
often in camp grounds. There is even a couple of
nomadic tour with different stopovers every night.
The distance covered depends on the relief but are

most commonly less than 100km. For registration
it’s simple: look at the calendar and register on the
French forum.

French championships
In collaboration with the UFOLEP (Federation
aiming at developing sports in France) we have
official French championships titles attributed in
time-trial and road race. In fact, there are several
‘championships’ in the trike, 2 wheels semi-faired
and unfaired and velomobile categories, provided
there are at least 8 participants in that category.
This year the events took place in Trept, near Lyon.
Here’s a link to the video of the full road race:
www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1137&v=
v8mUj_nflBI&feature=emb_logo

Paris–Brest–Paris.

Paris–Brest–Paris
Every 4 years many recumbent bikes participate to
this mythical event. Hajo Ekstein with his DF was
the fastest. I guess he didn’t have time to enjoy a
break at the AFV tent that some volunteer’s set-up
exclusively for laidback pilots.

The world championship 2019 in Nandax.

Viperine
Originally this ‘race’ was a pure hill climb (1000 m
D+, 16 km). This event is now a bike rally with
timed sections and relaxed stretches in the hills
near Grenoble. In 2020, why not come and play
with us!
Velorizon.

Duo Normand
This gentleman time trial (teams of 2) takes place
in Normandy every year and is an official UCI event
where recumbents bike and trikes and velomobiles
are welcome. So far the pros have always been
faster on the demanding 50km course. A challenge
for a strong velomobile team for 2020? <

Viperine.
2019-2
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Artist, designer, bicycle builder and athlete

Bram Moens 35 years in the business
by Wilfred Brahm,
photos M5, Bram Moens,
www.brammoens.nl,
from the Dutch magazine
Ligfiets& 2019-2

In fact, after high school, everyone should attend an
obligatory year at the art academy, and preferably
a year at the academy of music as well, according to
Bram Moens. He spent six years at the art academy,
where he learned how to look and analyse. That has
brought him a lot and you can see that in his designs.
And not only with his recumbents.
In 1983 Bram Moens started his working
life in Middelburg (The Netherlands) as a
teacher of drawing and handicrafts. That
was nothing for him, he concluded after
3 months. For me it is incomprehensible, because I am
talking to an enthusiastic teacher. At that time he saw
a Roulandt-seat bike and he bought and rode it.

Bram Moens loves to take
pictures and paint.
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Especially in the United States they were busy at that
time with tricycles and streamlining, often self-assembly projects. Just one example: Freddy Markham and
his Goldrush – a long wheelbike with a small wheel for
under a fairing – cycled at Olympic level. Bram shows
it on a poster of the 18th International Human Power
Speed Championship in Montague, California, 1992.
He visited such races as a spectator and racer. It inspired
Bram at the time to build himself a tricycle with a
streamline on it, something like a Windcheetah.
Bram also had contact with other self-builders and
was one of the co-founders of NVHPV thirty-five years
ago (with amongst others Cary Peterson, Wim van de
Assum, the Valk brothers, Rob van de Zalm, Ian Borwell
and Bert Koenderink). Bram made the first club magazines with stencils himself. Guus van der Beek, later
chairman of the NVHPV, wrote about recumbents in
the magazine Fiets, of which he was editor in chief.

oer& kvs

From a commercial point of view, Bram Moens first
started with a tricycle with a cockpit, for the streamlining with the tough brand name Vitiligo. Although
this originally medical word means loss of pigment...
He has made 60 stainless steel copies. Together with
father and son Kalisvaart he produced the polyester
fairings. In 1985 Derk Thijs and Bram had already
invented and made a combined streamline/igloo tent.
So with little effort to your holiday destination thanks
to the streamline and then you could use it there as an
igloo tent that didn’t even need pegs...
But he didn’t like it, because only a two-wheeler gives
the real cycling experience. So after a year and a half
he came up with a two-wheeler with a 28” rear wheel
and a 20" front wheel with both rear and front suspension. You could order it with under- or oversteer.
Later in 1996 came the Street Legal and Blue Glide.
They were made under licence by Speedliner, originally
a producer of triathlon steering. In 1997, the Blue Glide
26/20 with oversteer became ‘bike of the year’, the

Bram Moens (left) in 1984.
first time that a recumbent in the midst of ‘standard’
bikes was rated this way.
In those early days, marketing for a small target group
was not as easy as it is today with the Internet. The
only thing he could do was to distribute photos with
text to cycling magazines in Europe and the United
States. And of course he could win competitions on
his own products. This is how M5 (Meer Meters Met
Minder Moeite, which means: more meters with less
effort) got off the ground.
The M5's of steel or Cr-Mo that Bram drew and produced, are characterized by an elegant line, slender tubes
and by the characteristic angle between nose pipe and
main pipe. These are bikes that position themselves in
the sports segment, although you can also commute
or travel with them. There are many combinations
possible in wheel size and although most bicycles
have an oversteer, there are also bicycles with an
understeer available.
In 1993 Bram Moens participated in the competition
for the best ‘365-day bike’, albeit with a wink. The
requirement was that the bike had to be practical
and manoeuvrable, you had to be able to carry 15 kg
or 80 litres, have enough gears and braking capacity

to take an Alpine pass and offer sufficient protection
against rain, wind, heat and cold. And then ride for an
hour with an average speed of 35 km/h. This is not so
easy for everyone with a two-wheeler with understeer.
Bram wanted to keep a cycling experience and not a
heavy velomobile with 3 tracks in which you sweat
and are not recognizable as a cyclist. Yet he had great
ideas, such as a tailbag and a streamlined neck in his
poncho. He even had different ponchos for upper and
lower handlebars.
On the tailbag was the text:
This is only a 350 day's bike.
When it starts to rain
I'll walk
I'll take the train
Or I just stay in my bed.

Unfortunately there was no prize for humour, so someone else became the winner: Johan Vrielink with the
Verhees Alleweder.
In the meantime Bram was also competing, like in 1997
from Trondheim to Oslo (543 km and 3 500 altimeters).
In consultation with the organisation he was allowed
to start in the record group, i.e. at the front. Later this
was reversed and he could only start twenty minutes
later. There was no discussion possible. In this race
he drove a lowracer with a whole fairing without
a cockpit. He could put his feet on the ground, so
aerodynamically not optimal, but you also had to be
able to stand still. After an hour he caught up with the
men in the front. They were disappointed because the

M5 Shock Proof 406 CrMo.

M5 Shock Proof 451 CrMo.

car with the time measurement continued to drive in
front of Bram, so they couldn't keep up with their time
schedule anymore.
There was also a biker who accompanied him, which
was very nice. Just before dark Bram came in, in the
pouring rain. The steel cleats caused spectacular fire
sparks when he came to a standstill. Bram was relieved because it is not pleasant to drive with a fairing
and high speed in the dark. He had driven thirteen
hours and 46 minutes with an average of forty km/h!
After 45 minutes Ymte Sijbrandij finished and after
two hours the professional peloton. An upright cyclist
received the prize money because the rules were changed during the race. Guido van de Broek who rode the
distance once in 15.5 hours on an unfaired M5 Carbon
recumbent as a solo rider (35km/h average) deserves
an honourable mention. Since then recumbents are
forbidden in this race, because they are too dangerous... That is unchanged, despite fatal accidents with
upright bikes afterwards.
Even before the turn of the century, Bram started working with carbon. The ‘preliminary draft’ was created in
1984, and he made seven of them. Making the wheels
was a different story. They were made with a wooden
balsa core around the aluminium hub. Plywood plates
were glued to the wooden core on the sides. This was
glued in a large foam plate and then laminated with
carbon. There was no steel rim, the tubes were made
in a recess of this strong and light construction.
It took 20 hours of work and the customer at that time
paid ƒ 1 100 (c 500). Bram designed and manufactured
this together with Derk Thys (Rowing Bike). In Yreka
in the United States in 1992 he drove at an altitude of

M5 Shock Proof 559 CrMo.

M5 City Racer.

700 meters, a hitherto unbroken European record of
72.4 km per hour, with an unfaired carbon lowracer.
Bram had a fruitful collaboration with Derk who lives
nearby. Together they have spent a lot of time on fairings to push the limits of what is achievable. At that
time Bram was the metal specialist and Derk was well
in synthetic material. Together they not only designed
and built wheels, but also frames and fairings. Together
they also went to competitions and fairs.
With number 6 of the eight fairings built together, a
12-hour world duration record was set in 1995 and the
24-hour world duration record in 1996. Axel Fehlau
cycled 608 and 1021 km respectively. In 1996 he broke
the 1000 km record by the way by cycling it in 21 minutes and 34 seconds in just 23 hours.
The steel M5 lowracer was already a phenomenon for
racing fans – partly due to the successes in combination with a fairing – but you could also see them driving
in the city. In 1999, a lowracer made of carbon was
taken into production. The lowracer was built around
a polystyrene core, which was reinforced with carbon
fibre mats. After that, the whole thing was pressed
into a mould that was slightly smaller. This created
pressure. The hardening process took place at normal
temperatures.
After a period of low, lower, lowest, Bram Moens suddenly came in 2006 with a recumbent bicycle with 28”
wheels, made of carbon. This was the M5 CHR, which
stands for Carbon High Racer. The secret lies in the low
rolling resistance, an advantage that gets bigger when
the road surface is worse. It was a sensational bike.
Although it looked small in the hands of the tall Bram
Moens, it was really big and oversized for its stiffness. >
2019-2
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M5 City Cruiser.
> The production process was further professionalised.
For this purpose, moulds were made for a price of
many tens of thousands of euros. The carbon mats
are draped according to a fixed pattern. This pattern
is very important for the stiffness. After closing the
moulds, nylon bags in the centre of the frame to be
made are blown up to 12 bar and the frame is baked in
one hour at 190°C.
There are also very special bikes in the assortment: a
folding recumbent, a divisible tandem and of course
the handbike. Handbikes are adapted to the individual
athlete. This is particularly a branch of sport where
you have to be smart with your equipment. Arms
naturally have less power than legs and any gain in
streamlining pays for itself quickly.
M5 also sees the decline of two-wheeled recumbents.
Bram Moens finds it incomprehensible, because an
E-bike rides 25 km with 250W of the bike and 150W of
the rider, so together 400 watts. A good recumbent,
like the CHR at 85 W also rides 25 km/h and the dif-

M5 Carbon High Racer.

M5 Carbon Medium Racer.

ference with headwind is even greater. Which fool is
cycling upright against the wind, he wonders. With
the car it's even crazier, how often is a 1500 kg vehicle
set in motion for posting a 20 gram letter?

in the shop to determine the fit. That makes more
sense than you might think, because if you can save
a six hundred grams there, you don't have to lift that
weight 100 times a minute while pedalling.

For a long time M5 stands for more than only recumbent bicycles, although Bram Moens has quite a
reputation with recumbents. The complete list of
different items, all of which are related to bicycles,
is long. Ultra-lightweight brakes (with which Bram
Moens won the European Aluminium Award in 2006
and defeated Porsche and Audi!), the lightest hubs in
the world, carbon rims and cranksets. In addition, carrying bags for the bike, banana bags and of course the
famous tailbag that significantly speeds up your ride
and may contain a lot of luggage which is transported
waterproof. Bram developed aerodynamic helmets
long ago, even before Laurant Fignon was defeated by
Greg Lemond with his helmet. Bram is even working
on super light carbon shoes of 90 grams. It's not that
far yet, but you should be able to get a 3-D scanner

And then Bram made a compact upright bike: the
Minimal Bike. It is a city bike of seven kg that you can
ride at a speed of 25 km/h, even without a battery or a
motorbike. He has already won several design awards
with it.

World record with M5 bicycles

For more information, see website of M5, www.m5-ligfietsen.com.
1994 1 hour faired
Carbon Low Racer faired
1995 1 000 kilometer faired
Carbon Low Racer with Carboné fairing
1995 12 hour faired
Carbon Low Racer with Carboné fairing
1995 1 hour handbike
Two wheel handbike unfaired
1996 24 hour faired
Carbon Low Racer with Carboné fairing
1997 100 kilometer faired
Carbon Low Racer faired
2000 1 hour unfaired men
Standaard Low Racer
2000 1 hour unfaired women
Titanium Low Racer
2016 1 hour unfaired
Carbon High Racer stretched
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M5 CMPCT vouwligfiets.

Bram Moens
Axel Fehlau
Axel Fehlau
Kees van Breukelen
Axel Fehlau
Bram Moens
Leo de Nooyer
Thérèse Schuit
Mathias König

77,1 kilometer
23 hour 22 minutes
607,6 kilometer
36,8 kilometer
1021 kilometer
1 hour 24 minutes
53,4 kilometer
46,4 kilometer
57,6 kilometer

Pièce de résistance is his two spoke carbon wheel, the
2-Spoke. Light and stiff and only two spokes that split
the air. A bit of coincidence played an important role
in the development, Bram had not foreseen that the
wing profile would play such an important role in the
prevention of air turbulence in the wheel surface itself.
So it is very important that you don't mount the wheel
backwards like a KNWU mechanic once did.... Since the
Olympic Games of Rio de Janeiro in 2016, professional
cyclists have been winning all kinds of competitions
with this wheel. For example, his 2-Spoke wheel was
already seen in the Tour de France in the time trial last
year. On 13 March this year, Jetze Plat improved the
world time record for handbiking with the 2-Spoke

Front hub racing black.

Rear hub racing black.

M5 Tandem.

M5 Handbike.

wheels to the incredible speed of 44.749 km in one
hour. How important do you think such a wheel can
be? Especially for top athletes, the competition is big
and the differences are small, this can make all the
difference. A three-spoke wheel is technically easier
to make, but still has one spoke more. Making the
2-Spoke therefore requires a special technique where
the fibre direction of the Toray fibres makes the wheel
very strong and stable.

Minimal Bike.

It is pleasant to stay in the special building where M5
is located. It is a large showroom with giant windows
and also a museum. Next to the showroom is a spacious open workplace. Behind the showroom is a huge
stockroom and metal and plastic workplace, invisible
to visitors. The building was designed by Bram in collaboration with his cousin Raimond de Hullu who is an
architect. The model unfortunately falls apart a little
when it is taken from the display case. The building is
also partly self-built in half a year, between building
and selling bicycles and riding competitions.
I say goodbye to a versatile person in the knowledge
that I can't do justice to all his activities in one article. <

The 2-Spoke, the two spokes wheel.

Front hub off-road black.

Carbon.

The M5 building...

... showroom, museum, workshop.

Ultralightweight brake. Crankstel of 238 grams.

Carbon kettingrand.
2019-2
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Miles Kingsbury’s first Quattro
by Bram Smit and
Willem Jan Coster,
photos Bram Smit,
drawings Miles Kingsbury

My first contact with Miles Kingsbury in 2011 was in
a hotel in Portland (Oregon), where the ROAM (Roll
Over AMerica), a ride 'from-coast-to-coast' would
start. Miles entered the lobby with a gigantic bag with
parts. He had arrived one flight later than I. He didn’t
send his bike by boat, like all other velomobile drivers.
He needed the six week crossing to prepare his Quattro.
In that big bag was his bike. It took a day to assemble,
but there he was, the yellow Quattro. My first thought
was: what a cute thing!
Miles designed and built the bike himself
and also made the polyester body. Initially
with a beautiful dome, but in preparation
for ROAM Miles decided that an open
bike was better and sawed the dome off. Something
he would regret later in the burning sun. Miles had
brought a whole stock of yellow foam and during the
ROAM the foam cover grew bigger and bigger until it
closed almost the entire entrance opening. The design
of the bike was special, but still the most interesting
construction could be admired on the underside: front
wheel drive with steering.

Rumble strips.

From the Dutch magazine
Ligfiets&, 2019-2.
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At full speed over the rumble stripes
In preparation of the start we were all busy preparing
our own velomobiles, so there wasn't much time to
examine the Quattro, that would come later.
Once on the road, everyone was busy with their own
food supply, the hectic traffic and the ‘rumble stripes.’
The latter are rattle strips that motorists have to keep
within the lines. If you ended up in these stripes with
your tricycle, your bicycle would become uncontrollable, with all its consequences. Miles, with his fourwheeler, was not bothered by it and drove his bike
over them at full speed. Without capsizing, as happened to two other participants during the trip. And his
numerous punctures never put him in a predicament.
Because he often had flat tyres, until he changed to
Marathon Plus tyres. Miles looked for the explanation for the many punctures by having sharp objects

thrown up by the front wheel and then puncturing the
rear tyre. A theory that is also known among motorcyclists. With a three-track bike, you won't be bothered
by this.
Struggle for air resistance
I remember a descent of about ten kilometres. Miles
passed me as if I were standing still. So the road
holding of the Quattro was fine. And not only the road
holding, but also the air resistance.

oer& kvs

Miles had paid a lot of attention to it. His goal when
building the Quattro was to beat Steven Slade in his
Beano, a streamlined two-wheeler that Miles codesigned. Miles worked thoroughly on the design of
his Quattro.
Using Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD, flow calculations) he came to the ideal streamline after 30 design
changes with hours of calculating time for the computer. You can read more about this on his blog about
the design of the Quattro. Interestingly, he found that
the protruding part of a wheel has relatively little resistance because the wheel is slower than the vehicle
itself; the lower point of the wheel is even stationary
in relation to the road.

The self-built house of Miles Kingsbury.

Miles (left) in front of his autocues shop.
Because of the width of the quadricycle, the Quattro
has a horizontal tail. Miles found that the height of
the tail should be the same as the height of the nose:
when an 'air particle' collides with the nose of the
bicycle, slides along the bicycle and ends 200 mm
higher, another particle has to fill in the resulting 'hole'
200 mm lower. This causes turbulence and therefore
resistance.
Homokinetic coupling and all-wheel steering
After a week on the road, the front axle had broken
down. For a lot of money a new axle had to be made
at a construction company in Missoula.
At the campsite the Quattro was put on a picnic table
and we could finally have a good look at the bottom.
In order to carry out the driving forces, while the
axle should also be able to 'bend' during steering and
springs, Miles had used so-called homokinetic couplings. These parts can be found on every front-wheel-

Independent suspension on each wheel.
drive car, but a compact and light version was not
just available. So Miles had made them himself. These
homemade couplings work with several small bearings;
wrist watch technique under the velomobile. In his
homemade couplings, Miles reversed the standard design and placed the bearings in an outer ring instead
of an inner ring. Due to the greater distance to the
centreline of the shaft, the forces on the bearings are
considerably less, making it possible to use smaller
and lighter bearings.
Not only was the front-wheel drive special, the front
and rear suspension was also interesting. All four
wheels had an independent suspension with a lower
support arm and a standing (McPherson) strut where
the wheels turn around when steering. This construction, which is common for the front wheels of common
velomobiles and cars as well, was also used by Miles
on the Quattro at the rear. To reduce the turning circle
Miles also made the rear wheels steerable, but this
didn't work satisfactorily yet. For ROAM, Miles had
switched off the rear wheel steering and often had to
drive back and forth at tight corners. Not only did he
give up the rear wheel steering, he also gave up the
reverse gear. The footholes, which he often needed,
also provided some ventilation.

text help for presenters. Miles turned out to be a
nice guy with a typical British sense of humour. He
helped me several times over a valley when my knees
were bothering me. Towards the end of the 5000 km
I found out that my preparation time was too short!
The Quattro started to show some defects and was
transported on the follower car a couple of times. And
I had to join him because of sore knees. In this way
Miles and I were able to provide some technical assistance to the others.
After the ROAM I received an email from Johan Vrielink:
he was very interested in the Quattro and wanted to
visit Miles. If I wanted to join... A few weeks later we
were on the plane. At the airport Miles was waiting for
us and drove us to his self-built house. The next day
we visited his company and the bicycle workshop in
the basement.
It was like coming home for me: cameras, lenses, tripods
and tilt heads. I could work with them without problems. There were also Beano's (closed two-wheelers)
and all kinds of prototypes.
Miles was very interested in my tilting trike and
wanted to make a test drive when we would meet in
Dronten. Johan organized the International Velomobile Seminar 2012 and asked Miles for a lecture about
the Quattro. Miles reported extensively about his
quadricycle. It was an exciting day, also because Wim
Schermer introduced the Velotilt! Unfortunately Miles
had to return on time because of they had a lot work
to do in his company.
Miles Kingsbury, a technical phenomenon! He has
recently bought a Quattrovelo and converted it to
front-wheel drive. <

A technical phenomenon
During the repairs I was able to get to know Miles a
little more extensively. He was familiar with my bikes
from Velovision. And we had more in common: he also
worked for broadcasting companies.
His company, Portaprompt, specialises in autocue,
2019-2
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On www.kingcycle.co.uk/page8.htm Miles Kingsbury shows the building proces
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“RECUMBENT BACK”
BY GEOFF SEARLE

I

suspect many of us convert to recumbents because we
find stick bikes uncomfortable – or in my case unbearable.
Over the course of about 10 years I slowly moved to a more
& more upright position to avoid my hands going numb
along with pain in my neck whenever I cycled more than a few
miles. Moving over to a recumbent meant my neck flexed [i.e.
chin to chest] rather than extended and I didn’t have further
problems with my neck when cycling for a long distances –
although I have recurrent problems with my lower back giving
me spasm [occasionally] & sciatica [usually]. Recently my
wife, who is a physio-therapist, decided to intervene.
We have had articles in the last few issues querying whether the
lack of hip extension [knee away from chest] in a recumbent
reduced power output, but she had a different query. Does
the seated position lead to shortening of our psoas muscles?
Never heard of it I hear you cry, which is unsurprising because
it’s invisible running down the inside of your lumbar spine over
your hip joint behind your abdominal contents.

22 LAIDBACK CYCLIST

If you look at that image for a few moments you can see that
when it contracts it flexes your hip bringing your knee towards
you. Alternatively if you are standing up it may instead curve
your lumbar spine giving you a pot belly/ hollow back look. Like
the photo of me below.
Well certainly black isn’t making me look slim, but you can
clearly see that my back is curved & my front definitely
prominent. However the real issue is the curvature of my
lumbar spine makes me more prone to back trouble.

I am generally quite flexible, so this was a bit of a shock, &
checking with my neighbour who is an enthusiastic upwrong
rider about my age he can bring his thigh to vertical in this
posture without any difficulty. Note how trying to extend my
hip is actually pushing my belly out [sigh].
If you look up psoas stretches on the net there are a variety of
them to choose from – mostly pretty athletic, but this (bottom
right) may be an appropriate exercise for the “mature” athlete
as it’s basically lying down:
You will note the carefully cut piece of 2 by 4 [or 5 by 10 in
metric], wrapped in an old towel. The arrow is pointing out that
my hip bones are off the ground and they shouldn’t be…. If you
do this stretch regularly your hip may eventually hit the deck &
then you can go further by lifting your shoulders up by resting
on your elbows.

The final issue I will mention is that recumbent seats often are
shaped to provide “lumbar support” but this may actually make
things worse at it will encourage psoas shortening. I arrived at
the 2018 “Worlds” in poor shape and I was surprised that riding
my Ratcatcher actually eased my back considerably and that
is definitely not a design with any lumbar support.
So, in conclusion, although recumbent bikes are mostly much
less stressful on our joints there are still potential problems
that you need to consider if you are having back trouble or your
belly appears to be growing but your girth is not.

GS

You may be brave enough to say that your problems is that
you are fat rather than your posture is affected by “recumbent
back”, but happily there is a test that will tell you if your psoas
may be causing trouble. I always thought the stretch shown
bottom, centre was for my quads and it never made much
sense that I couldn’t feel much tension in my quadriceps but
my knee would not go back very far since I rode recumbent.

LAIDBACK
CYCLIST
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Vélomobile and E-assist
text and photos
Jean-Bernard Jouannel

After hundreds of thousands of kilometers with
classic bikes, trikes and velomobiles – like many
cyclists and despite successful examples, I was
not tempted by electric assist for various reasons.
Feeling like you're ‘cheating’ part of the effort of
the journey being foreign to the average cyclist.
Fear of losing fitness. Loss of the feeling of freedom and autonomy due to concerns for battery
recharging. Fear of failure on a long journey, with
the added difficulty of bringing the velomobile
back. Fear of possible difficulties in managing
assistance in addition to physical exertion.
However after a stint in the hospital, my reality was
harsh. I was faced with the risk of not being able
to cycle. Without even knowing if I could ever use
it, I asked my friend Denis to mount an e-assist on
the WAW. I had a limited horizon and no time to
waste!
Finally, despite my condition, I discovered a new
world, new sensations, new possibilities through
wonderful treatment (physical and psychological).
I was once more able to go back on the roads, reassured that despite my very weakened heart I could
regain my spirits by visiting friends and riding with

I asked to mount an e-assist on the WAW.
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my face to the wind. I was reassured that the effort
needed to ride is still present, all be it conveniently
flexible. After my previous 35,000 km in a non-assist
velomobile, I have now discovered that after more
than 61,000 km in an e-assist velo, my fears about
reliability and autonomy were more rooted in ignorance than reality.
The velomobile with electric assistance is really a
win-win, an undeniable synergy: assistance erases
the weak point of the velomobile (its weight), and
the aerodynamic body reduces battery consumption and increases range.
Denis was in charge of the mounting the directdrive motor in the rear wheel of my WAW (motor
supplied by Guillaume de Déclic Eco).
Characteristics:
– Chinese engine with freewheel coiling 8-8
– Controller 48 volts 22 amps
– Regeneration, cruise control, throttle
– Cycle analyst big screen version 2.23
– 26-inch radiated wheel mount
– Battery 48 volts 20 Ah Li-Mn with charger 3 amps.
With this combination, I have traveled 27,528 km,
passed the Pas de Peyrol pass (1589 m of altitude)

WAW with direct-drive motor in the rear wheel.

and the WAW continues its life with its new owner.
The only problem I have encountered so far (after
16,000 km) have been worn anti-torque washers.
I was so satisfied with this equipment that I switched to a WAW 2016 with suspension and a newer
edition of the equipment (provided by Declic Eco).
Characteristics:
– Motor rh205 cassette - injection satorade radiated
in 26"
– sine wave controller 48v20a
– As V3 + Potentiometer
– Torque arm
– Regulator 12v.
Already I’ve put 2500 km on the clock – with exactly
the same satisfaction!
The advantage of the direct drive wheel motor is
that the power is transmitted directly to the wheel,
which spares the chain and helps avoid a chain
break. It also spares the whole machine (hull, wheels
and transmission). My experience is that the chain
lasts three times as long compared with muscle
power (30,000 km/10,000 km). The wheel motor
also allows natural and forced regeneration. It acts
as an electric speed brake on the rear wheel, very

I switched to a WAW 2016 with suspension.

secure on a tricycle. The result is that the brakes are
spared as well. The absence of gables and parts
provide foolproof reliability.
There are also disadvantages of a direct drive motor.
The direct wheel drive motor somehow reduces the
speed of the velomobile, especially in steep descents: not more than 70 km/h in 12%. So, it is not
recommended for those looking for excitement.
Also, the speed you’re riding is not always consistent with optimal efficiency.

Carbon Quest with crank motor
Joel Vincent (CyclesJV-Fenioux) got the motor
mounted. The motor is managed with a cycle analyst with large screen (version 2.23). I have traveled
17,226 km already, including 2 500 km with a trailer.
Acceleration of the pedal frequency in the motor
makes the drive more efficient, and does not slow
down the vélomobile in any way, thus preserving
the sensation of speed. The cycle analyst management is very practical and very effective.

sion line, body, wheels and cassette. The fastener
also somewhat limits the range of adjustment of
the motor position to the frame, a disadvantage for
smaller riders (1.65 m for me) that make the pedals
just out of reach. I had to drill the seat to bring it
as far forwards as possible and then add foam or a
Ventisit of 3 cm to be able to reach the pedals.
The pedals are also higher, so there is less room for
your feet in the nose of the Quest when pedaling.
With fast rotating bearings and gables, maintenance
should be considered at approximately every
10,000 km. I suffered a flap break at 9400 km and a
freewheel pedal detachment at 9700 km.
I had to send the engine back into maintenance:

Quest XS Carbon with crank motor –
Bafang BBS02B 48V

The disadvantage is that the system is a big load on
the chain, that will not last more than 10,000 km.
It also puts more pressure on the entire transmis-

Mounted by Joel Vincent (CyclesJV) who made a
support to catch up with the engine lag. The Bafang
was chosen because the Declic Eco engine does
not fit in the Quest XS.
The benefits are the same as any crank motor.
The motor benefits from acceleration of the pedal
frequency and is therefore very efficient. It does
not slow down the vélomobile in any way and also

Carbon Quest with crank motor.

I had to send the crank motor back into maintenance.

keeps the sensation of speed. In addition, it fits
easily into a small vélomobile.
The disadvantages are the same as any crank motor;
it is very demanding of the chain and transmission
that will need replacing before 10,000 km, plus
with fast rotating of bearings, regular maintenance
should be considered every 10,000 km.

Conclusion
All of these engines are powered by LiMn 48-volt
20Ah batteries. They allow me to travel about 120
km at an average of 35 km/h.
Other systems exist such as the reduced wheel
engine or chain motors. No solution is perfect and
each has its pros and cons. It is up to everyone to
choose their systems according to their expectations.
For my part, even if I regret losing a little freedom
of the vélomobile with muscle power alone, I have
definitely been won over by the rear wheel motor.

The Bafang BBS02B 48V does fit in the Quest XS.
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Quattrovelo with crank motor
text and photos
Denis Bodennec

I wanted to avoid the complete solution of the
Bafang BBS02, I thought that the solution of
using a direct-drive motor would be more reliable because there would be no need to change
the bearings every 10,000 km.
The motor fits perfectly in the empty space above
the boom in front of the pedal in the nose section.
It is a small direct-drive wheel motor, 180 mm in
diameter and the simplest that exists. No gables,
no wheel, just a rotor that rotates on bearings,
normally without any worries at all.
It is mounted on a welded support attached to the
boom with a freewheel and a 52t chainring.
Despite its small size, this motor is powerful and
torquey. It only heats up a little (not above 40 °C ).
I added an air intake in the nose which is relatively
effective because the temperature has decreased
by 5 to 10 °C.

The lower door allows easy
access to the pedal.

8,000 km later (not counting the 4,000 km it had
done on the wheel of the trailer), I am still completely satisfied. 250 Watts is enough because the
engine always runs at optimal speed, not always
the case when it was installed as a wheel hub
engine on the trailer.

The engine installed in
front of the pedal.

I added an air intake in
the nose.
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The Golden Motor on its
support.

Benefits
Engine without worries – brushless and without
gears for super simple operation.
Quick disassembly, to revert to muscle power alone.
Can be mounted with a Schlumpf or triple chainring.
Less wear because it does not rotate constantly
and does not support the mass of the bike like a
classic wheel hub engine.

You now have a fairly detailed overview of what
can be mounted on the different velomobiles. <

Disadvantages
Needs enough room for integration. All the power
goes through the chain. Requires a left pedal with
chainring and freewheel (origin Hase Pino).
Pedal Assist System to prevent the engine from
running if you don't pedal. As I failed to make it
work properly, I removed it.
My very good friends who were also forced to
install electrical assistance, adopted exactly the
same mounts on their Strada (Jean-Luc)and their
Quattrovelo with Schlumpf (John). I thought the
empty space in the Strada would not accommodate the engine, but it went in well. The engine is
attached to the oblique part of the boom in front
of the pedal.
The controller is attached to the right front wing cheek.

Once mounted in front of the pedal.

The engine is attached to the oblique part of the boom in
front of the pedal.

Conversion to an electric recumbent bicycle
Text and photos
Erwin Villiger,
from Future Bike,
Switzerland

The Peregrin is a light carbon lowracer made by
Birkenstock and constructed by Charles Henry,
weghing around 11 kg, set up for touring about
12 kg. The Peregrin is an ideal vehicle for races as
well as longer tours, the carbon seat designed in
such a way that the angle of inclination can be
adjusted. If riders of different sizes want to ride
on it, you can also push the seat and it is not
necessary to adjust the chain length.
After several years of riding flats, passes and longer
tours to North Holland (600 km) and South Africa
(1000 km), I had the idea to electrify the recumbent.
Reasons for this was partly my age (70) and also
the topography in Switzerland, where you have to
ride inclines of 15% and more. But which motor?
Because both wheels are 20 inches it will not be
easy to install a larger motor on the rear wheel,
because the spokes then become extremely
short creating angles in the rim unfavorable for
centering.
I came across a Maxon motor, which is built in
Sachseln, Switzerland, and was designed for fast
mountain bike rides. Small diameter, light weight
and simple electronics. Battery: 48V 7.5 Ah and 360
Watt (today up to 500 Watt). There are 4 power
levels that can be switched quickly. Steep terrain

quickly requires level three. Stage four is a booster
stage that can be used on very steep sections but
cannot be locked. However, this stage is not designed to drive whole passes at full speed. That would
result in overheating.
The installation went smoothly, I could go on tour
and gain my first experiences with the electric drive.
The total weight, equipped for the tour, now amounted to 22 kg without luggage, second battery and
charger.
The expectation was that I would get a lot further
because of the lower air resistance of the recumbent compared to the MTB. It soon became clear
to me that this calculation could not be made in this
way. The decisive point is that your own performance also plays an important. If I drive down the
Rhine towards Karlsruhe, I hardly need the motor
and one battery charge could reach as far as Holland. But if I ride in hilly or alpine terrain I cannot
do it without support, because with a total weight
including driver of about 110 kg, you use electrical
assistance even at smaller gradients of 2%. Also
there’s the total ascent: being completed with one
battery charge depends on your own performance.
Your own power and the steepness of the terrain
determine how much battery power is consumed.
So it is not easy calculate if you can ride 1000 m
or 1500 m before the battery has to be recharged,
or replaced by a second one. If you don't want to
make any effort on the flat, this configuration gives
assistance for 70 to 80km.

The electronics show 5 lights the remaining capacity, but it is not linear. The last two lights are used
up much faster than the first three, which has to
be considered, especially in the mountains.

Personal conclusion
The electrification of a recumbent is not necessary
on level and only slightly hilly terrain unless you
want the 45 km/h (licensed) variant. In hilly and
alpine terrain, the electric assistance, which never
caused any problems, is a good help, especially
when it comes to daily trips to work. In a city with
a lot of starting and braking, you will notice the extra weight of the engine and battery if you switch
off this extra power and accelerate only with leg
power.
I have attached a table showing what is possible
with the configuration and own power described
above. Personal power can also mean barely pedalling along, because without it the engine does not
kick in. <

A personal example
Date
Weather
8.8.2016
fair
12.9.2016
fair
18.9.2016
fair
19.9.2016
fair
27.9.2016
fair

Wind km/h
0–5 mix
0–5 mix
0–5 mix
5 mix
5–10 mix

Temperature
18–20°
23°
20–25°
17–19°
15–20°

Distance
33 km
10 km
85 km
65 km
60 km

Heights
650 m
450 m
400 m
300 m
1200 m

Steepness
5–12%
5–16%
5–8%
5–8%
5–18%

Battery units used
2 from 5
1 from 5
1 from 5
1 from 5
all 5
2019-2
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European HPV Co-operation
Minutes
by Andreas Hertting

Meeting April 27, 2019, 16–18h, Germersheim,
in the Spezi conference room. Language: English.

Attendance list, 14 members
Simon Bailey, BHPC and HPV Deutschland.
Denis Bodennec, VCF, president.
Heike Bunte, ECF.
Michael Dohbeck, Future Bike.
Roel van Dijk, NVHPV chairman.
Giovanni Eupani, Propulsione Umana.
Renato Falzetti, Propulsione Umana, chairman.
Michael Hansch, HPV Deutschland, chairman.
Alve Henricson, Sweden and other nordic countries.
Andreas Hertting (minutes), HPV Deutschland.
Werner Klomp, Austria.
Jan Kranczoch, HPV Deutschland.
Brian Robertson, BHPC.
Howard Yeomans, HPV.
Roel van Dijk opens the meeting and welcomes
the participants. Everyone introduces him- or herself to the others.

3 Where will the World Championship take place
in 2020?
Heike Bunte: Germany is too expensive, especially
in cities. Giovanni Eupani wants the World Championship for Italy, so he keeps contact to people to
discuss about a race track for the World Championship event (Pel Sandro, Bicicletta Federatione).
Simon Bailey: Attracting younger people, for example students with the support of universities.
Giovanni Eupani suspects that students don’t have
the time to do it.
Roel van Dijk says it would need a good organizor.
Roel van Dijk concludes that 2020 World Championship is in Italy, but it needs a plan B.

4 Exchange of national EPV clubs, exchange of
articles
Simon Bailey wants to provide a website, but needs
someone who cares about it. Alve Henricson will
support the building of the website. Roel van Dijk
wants to mediate. Heike Bunte wants to recommend the webmaster, who made the site for the
2017 World Championship.

1 Website for the European HPV Assiociation
Heike Bunte discusses the gender aspect: the HPV
is too much male influenced. Michael Dohbeck
gives back, that the presented picture was from an
association we are not associated with. Giovanni
Eupani says that 'Eusupino' sounds strange in Italian. Roel van Dijk proposes that a new name will
be established after the next Eusupino magazine, in
which the reader is invited to propose a new name.

5.1 Gender discussion

2 Converting the World Championship into
European Championship

5.2 ECF

Heike Bunte: It would depend on the situation.
Michael Dohbeck, Simon Bailey: World Championship, no downgrade acceptable.
Roel van Dijk supports the World Championship.

Heike Bunte wants to give a more female appearance to the HPV-scene. It would be much too far
be focused on racing, which would be too expensive, while there is a need to get more people interested in laid-back cycling. Brian Robertson wants
to call mothers. Michael Dohbeck complains a lack
of young people.

Heike Bunte states, that the ECF has six members,
which are by name France, Belgium, Germany,
Italy, ... She says there would be no need for similar organiziations.

6
Roel van Dijk closes the meeting. <
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World Championships 2020 in the Netherlands
by Rembrandt Bakker

On 17-20 July, the 2020 HPV World Championships will take place in Amsterdam, organized
by the joint Cycle Vision and A Race in the Park
crews. While we are working on the program
and offerings, here is what we are already can
confirm.
The event will take place on two tracks: Sportpark
Sloten (morning of July 18th and July 19th whole
day) and Wheelerplanet Spaarndam (afternoon
of July 18th). Both tracks are about 2.5 kms long.
Sloten has good and wide asfalt, gentle curves and
one nasty bridge (5 or 6 meter climb). Spaarndam
is more twisty but still a fast track, and includes a
section of brick pavement.
There will be a 1 hour time trial on Saturday morning
in Sloten, criteriums in various classes on Saturday
afternoon in Spaarndam, and a combined 6/3
hour race on Sunday back in Sloten. The 6-hour
racers start early, the 3-hour racers join 3 hours
later. There will be sprints, but the time, distance
and start-type (flying/standing/Le Mans) are to be
decided.
There will be a joint bike ride from the Sloten track
to Spaarndam (15 km scenic ride), we try to make
this into a PR event and strongly encourage all
riders, supporters and kids to join by bike.

Most likely, we will manage to arrange on-site
camping at Sloten for the three nights from Friday
17th to Monday 20th and if not we will propose
an alternative offering. If you have a bike for sale,
bring it along: we will have a second hand market
on Sunday.
For kids, we have a painting/crafting activity on
Saturday morning. The results will be used as attributes for the fun-race for both kids and adults
on Sunday morning (during the 6-hour race). There
will also be a kids race (<12 years), time and place
(Sloten or Spaandam) are undecided.
The final programme will follow in early 2020 at
http://cyclevision.nl. Keep an eye on that website,
pre-registration opens before Christmas. <

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

A race

in the park

Spaarndam

The Spaarndam circuit.

Haarlem

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

Amsterdam

Sloten

Spaarndam

Haarlem
Amsterdam
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Support your HPV association!
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

in the park

THE MAGAZINE OF THE BRITISH HUMAN POWER CLUB WWW.BHPC.ORG.UK

A race

LAIDBACK

CYCLIST
ISSUE 136 | SUMMER 2019

HILLINGDON REPORT | SPEZI SHOW 2019 | ROHLOFF OIL CHANGE
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